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Photovoltaic (PV) generators are composed of series- and parallel-connected PV mod-
ules. The series connection of PV modules increases the voltage level and a parallel 
connection increases the current level of the generator. In grid-connected applications, 
high voltage levels are needed for interfacing equipment used for connecting PV gen-
erators to the utility grid. Partial shading has harmful effects on the operation of PV 
generators and a series connection is more prone to these effects than a parallel connec-
tion. One of the major effects is the occurrence of mismatch losses, which are the dif-
ference between the sum of the maximum power outputs of individual modules and the 
output of the system. In practice, some mismatch losses occur always.  
In this thesis, the effect of the configuration of a PV generator on the operation 
of the generator under partial shading conditions is discussed. The objective of this the-
sis is to study the shadow sensitivity of different configurations of a PV generator. First, 
the basics of solar radiation are introduced. After that, the operation principles of PV 
cells and configurations of PV generators are discussed. The simulation model of a PV 
generator is made in this thesis by using the MATLAB Simulink software and it is veri-
fied by measurements. The shadow sensitivity of series-parallel (SP), total-cross-tied 
(TCT) and multi-string (MS) configurations is studied by using the simulation model. 
All the studied configurations have an array in the shape of a square and are connected 
to the utility grid by one centralized inverter. The shadow sensitivity of configurations is 
studied with three movement directions of shadows: perpendicular to the PV module 
strings of a PV generator array, parallel to the strings of the array and diagonal to the 
array. In addition, the sharpness of a shadow is varied. 
The simulations showed that the mismatch losses of a PV generator are smallest 
when a shadow is moving perpendicular to the strings of the generator array. In that 
case, the MS configuration has no mismatch losses and the mismatch losses of the SP 
and TCT configurations are equal and almost negligible. When a shadow is moving 
parallel to the strings of a PV generator array, every configuration has equal mismatch 
losses. When a shadow is moving diagonal to a PV generator array, at the generally 
used sizes of PV generator arrays, the MS configuration has substantially smaller rela-
tive mismatch losses than the SP and TCT configurations. The difference between the 
mismatch losses of the SP and TCT configurations is quite small. Based on the simula-
tions, the MS configuration has the lowest shadow sensitivity. However, during equal 
conditions, the efficiency of the MS configuration is somewhat lower than the one of 
the SP and TCT configurations due to DC-DC converters. The size of the PV generator 
array and the cloudiness of the district determine which configuration is the most func-
tional. Based on the simulations, a PV generator should be located so that the dominant 
direction of clouds is perpendicular to the strings of the generator array. 
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Aurinkosähkögeneraattorit muodostuvat sarjaan ja rinnan kytketyistä aurinkopaneeleis-
ta. Aurinkopaneelien sarjaankytkentä kasvattaa generaattorin jännitetasoa ja rinnankyt-
kentä virtatasoa. Verkkoon kytkettyjen aurinkovoimaloiden tapauksessa paneeleja kyt-
ketään sarjaan, jotta saavutettaisiin verkkoonkytkentälaitteita varten riittävä jännitetaso. 
Generaattorin osittaisella varjostuksella on haitallisia vaikutuksia generaattorin toimin-
taan, sarjaankytkentä on rinnankytkentää alttiimpi näille vaikutuksille. Yksi merkittä-
vimmistä osittaisvarjostuksen haitoista on yhteensopimattomuushäviöt, joilla tarkoite-
taan generaattorin paneelien yhteenlasketun maksimitehon ja generaattorista saatavan 
tehon välistä erotusta. Yhteensopimattomuushäviöitä esiintyy aina jossain määrin.  
 Tässä diplomityössä käsitellään aurinkosähkögeneraattorin rakenteen vaikutusta 
generaattorin toimintaan osittaisissa varjostustilanteissa. Työn tavoitteena on tutkia eri 
generaattorirakenteiden varjostusherkkyyttä. Työn alussa käydään läpi auringon säteilyn 
perusteet. Tämän jälkeen tutustutaan aurinkokennojen toimintaperiaatteisiin ja eri gene-
raattorirakenteisiin. Työssä toteutettiin aurinkosähkögeneraattorin simulointimalli käyt-
täen MATLAB Simulink -ohjelmistoa. Mallin toiminta varmistettiin vertaamalla sen 
avulla saatuja tuloksia mittaamalla saatuihin tuloksiin. Työssä tutkitaan simulointimallia 
käyttäen series-parallel (SP), total-cross-tied (TCT) ja multi-string (MS) -rakenteisten 
aurinkosähkögeneraattorien varjostusherkkyyttä. Jokainen tutkituista generaattoreista on 
kytketty verkkoon yhdellä vaihtosuuntaajalla ja niiden paneelit on kytketty neliömäises-
ti. Generaattorien varjostusherkkyyttä tutkitaan kolmessa eri varjojen liikesuunnassa: 
kohtisuorassa generaattorin sarjaankytkentöihin nähden, sarjaankytkentöjen suuntaisesti 
ja generaattorin lävistäjän suuntaisesti. Lisäksi varjon terävyyttä vaihdellaan. 
 Simulointitulokset osoittavat, että yhteensopimattomuushäviöt ovat pienimmät 
varjon liikkuessa kohtisuoraan generaattorin sarjaankytkentöihin nähden. Tällöin MS-
generaattorilla ei ole lainkaan yhteensopimattomuushäviöitä. SP- ja TCT-generaattorien 
yhteensopimattomuushäviöt ovat yhtä suuret ja lähes merkityksettömän pienet. Varjon 
liikkuessa sarjaankytkentöjen suuntaisesti, jokaisen generaattorin yhteensopimatto-
muushäviöt ovat yhtä suuret. Varjon liikkuessa generaattorin lävistäjän suuntaisesti, 
yleisesti käytettyä kokoluokkaa olevan MS-generaattorin suhteelliset yhteensopimatto-
muushäviöt ovat huomattavasti pienemmät kuin SP- ja TCT-generaattorien, joiden yh-
teensopimattomuushäviöt ovat lähes yhtä suuret. Simulointitulosten mukaan MS-
generaattori on vähiten herkkä osittaisvarjostuksen haittavaikutuksille. Tasaisissa sätei-
lyolosuhteissa MS-generaattorin kokonaishyötysuhde on kuitenkin pienempi kuin SP- ja 
TCT-generaattorien johtuen MS-generaattorin DC-DC-muuntimista. Haluttu generaatto-
rin kokoluokka ja pilvisyys sen sijoituspaikassa määrittävät, mikä generaattorirakenne 
on perustelluin. Simulointitulosten perusteella generaattori tulisi sijoittaa siten, että val-
litseva pilvien kulkusuunta on kohtisuorassa generaattorin sarjaankytkentöihin nähden. 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 
Symbols 
 
A Ideality factor of a diode 
A1 Ideality factor of diode 1 
A2 Ideality factor of diode 2 
Abypass Ideality factor of a bypass diode 
Acell Area of the photovoltaic cell 
B Temperature independent constant of saturation current 
c Speed of light 
Ecmin Minimum energy of a conduction band 
Evmax Maximum energy of a valence band 
EF Fermi energy 
Eg Energy gap 
Eg0 Linearly extrapolated zero temperature energy gap of a 
semiconductor 
Ep Energy of a photon 
f Frequency of a photon 
f(E) Fermi-Dirac distribution function 
G Irradiance 
GSTC Irradiance in standard test conditions 
GO Spectral irradiance 
h Planck’s constant 
IA Current of cell A 
IB Current of cell B 
Ibypass  Current of a bypass diode 
Id Diode current 
Iin  Input current 
IMPP Current at the maximum power point 
IMPP, STC Current at the maximum power point in standard test condi-
tions 
Io Saturation current of the diode in one-diode model of a 
photovoltaic cell 
Io1 Saturation current of the diode 1 in two-diode model of a 
photovoltaic cell 
Io2 Saturation current of the diode 2 in two-diode model of a 
photovoltaic cell 
Io, bypass  Saturation current of a bypass diode 
Io, STC Saturation current of the diode in one-diode model of a 
photovoltaic cell in standard test conditions 
Iph Light-generated current 
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Iph, STC Light-generated current in standard test conditions 
ISC Short-circuit current 
ISC, STC Short-circuit current in standard test conditions 
Ish  Shunt resistance current  
k Boltzmann’s constant 
KI Temperature coefficient of short-circuit current 
KT Temperature-rise coefficient of a photovoltaic cell 
KU Temperature coefficient of open-circuit voltage 
l Height of the vertical object casting a shadow 
Ns  Number of series-connected cells in a photovoltaic module 
p Electron momentum 
PMPP Power at the maximum power point 
PMPP, e Experimental power at the maximum power point 
PMPP, m Modelled power at the maximum power point 
PMPP, STC Power at the maximum power point in standard test condi-
tions 
q Elementary charge 
Rs  Series resistance 
Rs, bypass  Series resistance of a bypass diode  
Rsh Shunt resistance 
s Length of the shadow cast by a vertical object 
SO Solar radiation’s path length through the atmosphere 
Tamb Ambient temperature 
Tbypass Temperature of a bypass diode 
Tcell Temperature of a photovoltaic cell 
TSTC Temperature in standard test conditions 
UA Voltage of cell A 
UB Voltage of cell B 
Ubi Built-in voltage 
Ubypass  Voltage of a bypass diode 
Uin Input voltage 
UMPP Voltage at the maximum power point 
UMPP, STC Voltage at the maximum power point in standard test condi-
tions 
UOC Open-circuit voltage 
UOC, STC Open-circuit voltage in standard test conditions 
Uout Output voltage 
UT Thermal voltage of a photovoltaic module 
UT, bypass Thermal voltage of a bypass diode 
UT, STC Thermal voltage of a photovoltaic module in standard test 
conditions 
ZO Thickness of the atmosphere 
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Ȗ Temperature dependence of parameters of saturation current 
İ Maximum solar declination 
Ș Efficiency of a photovoltaic cell 
Șmax  Maximum efficiency of a photovoltaic cell 
ș  Angle between the Sun and the zenith 
Ȝ Wavelength of a photon 
 
Abbreviations 
 
a-Si Amorphous silicon 
AC Alternating current 
AM Air mass 
AM0 Air mass 0 
AM1.0 Air mass 1.0 
AM1.5G Air mass 1.5 global 
AM2.0 Air mass 2.0 
B Boron 
BL Bridge-link 
CdTe Cadmium telluride 
CIGS Copper indium gallium diselenide 
CO2 Carbon dioxide 
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 Copper indium gallium diselenide 
DC Direct current 
DSSC Dye-sensitized solar cell 
FF Fill factor 
GaAs Gallium arsenide 
Ge Germanium 
H2O Water 
HC Honeycomb 
IC Incremental Conductance 
InP Indium phosphide 
mc-Si Multicrystalline silicon 
MPP  Maximum power point 
MPPT Maximum power point tracking 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The wide consumption of the energy sources of nature has had an essential effect on the 
development of our modern civilization. The increase of the energy consumption has 
been very rapid since the industrial revolution began in the late 18th century. At the 
latest during the first oil crisis, it became clear that the humankind had become depend-
ent on oil. In consequence of this development, the humankind is now more dependent 
on energy than ever before. [1, pp. 6, 7.] General concern about the climate change and 
the increase of carbon dioxide emissions has raise interest towards sustainable energy 
sources and energy efficient solutions. As for the awareness of the limitedness of fossil 
fuel reserves and the fear of the price increase and exhaustion of them, those have in-
creased interest in the development and implementation of renewable energy technolo-
gies. The EU has set targets, known as the "20-20-20" targets, for European energy pol-
icy by 2020. The targets are a 20 % reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 
levels, a 20 % improvement in the energy efficiency and the 20 % share of the EU’s 
energy consumption produced from renewable energy sources. The objective of these 
targets is to combat climate change and increase the EU’s energy security. [2.] 
 Solar energy is one of the most promising ways to combat climate change and 
secure the production of energy. There are two main ways to exploit solar energy. Solar 
energy can be exploited by utilizing the heating effect of solar irradiance or by convers-
ing solar energy directly into electrical energy by using photovoltaic (PV) cells. Al-
though the first functional PV cell was made in the late 19th century, still only very 
small portion of world’s electricity consumption is produced by PV systems [3, p. 10; 4, 
p. 47]. Reason for this is that PV generators are not yet economically profitable without 
supports, because of high investment costs and low power density. However, the photo-
voltaic market has grown very fast in past years. In 2011, almost 30 GW of new PV 
capacity was installed. Global PV capacity at the end of 2011 was about 10 times higher 
than just five years earlier at the end of 2006. Thus, the average annual growth rate ex-
ceeded 58 % for this period. [4, p. 47.] 
 PV generators are composed of series and parallel-connected PV modules. PV 
modules are connected in series in order to increase the voltage level of a PV generator. 
In grid-connected applications, high voltage levels are needed for interfacing equipment 
used for connecting PV generators to the utility grid. The parallel connection of PV 
modules increases the current level. Partial shading has harmful effects on the operation 
of PV generators. Partial shading means conditions under which different cells or mod-
ules of the array are exposed to different irradiance levels due to shading. A series con-
nection is more prone to these effects than a parallel connection. If a series connection is 
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partially shaded, the module that receives the lowest irradiance level limits the total cur-
rent of the series connection. When the current of the series connection is larger than the 
short-circuit current of that module, part of the power produced by other modules is 
dissipated to heat in that module. This can lead to damaging of that module. These prob-
lems can be avoided by using anti-parallel-connected bypass diodes that bypass the por-
tion of the current which exceeds the short-circuit current of the shaded module. [5, 
pp. 141–143.] However, bypass diodes cause another problem in the partially shaded 
series connection of PV modules. Although more power can be extracted from a series 
connection, due to bypass diodes there can be multiple maximum power points in the 
characteristics of the series connection.  
Over past years, several researches have been done about the characteristics of 
PV modules under partial shading conditions [6; 7; 8; 9; 10]. In recent years, the effects 
of PV array topologies and grid connection configurations in minimizing the impacts of 
shaded modules have come to light. Some researchers have studied the effects of PV 
array topologies on the characteristics of PV modules under partial shading conditions 
[7; 9; 11; 12; 13; 14]. In the meanwhile, research has been done about the effects of grid 
connection configurations on the operation of PV generators under partial shading con-
ditions [12; 15; 16; 17; 18]. 
The objective of this thesis is to study the shadow sensitivity of different con-
figurations of a PV generator and explain discovered phenomena. The shadow sensitiv-
ity of different configurations is studied by simulations using the model of a PV genera-
tor and parameters for the NAPS NP190GKg PV module. The model of a PV generator 
is implemented by using the MATLAB Simulink software, and it is based on the model 
presented by Villalva et al. [19]. The studied configurations are series-parallel (SP), 
total-cross-tied (TCT) and multi-string (MS). A shading model is used to produce 
changing shading conditions. The simulations include three movement directions of 
shadows: perpendicular to the strings of a PV generator array, parallel to the strings of 
the array and diagonal to the array. The aim of the simulations is to study how the con-
figuration of a PV generator, the size of the PV generator array, the movement direction 
of a shadow and the sharpness of the shadow affect the energy yield of the PV genera-
tor. 
The structure of this thesis is the following. Chapter 2 introduced the character-
istics of the Sun. The Sun is the energy source of photovoltaic systems. Thus, it is im-
portant to understand the basics of the Sun and solar radiation in order to understand the 
operation of photovoltaic systems. In the beginning of Chapter 3, semiconductors and 
p-n junctions are discussed. The knowledge of semiconductor physics and p-n junctions 
is required for understanding the operation of semiconductor photovoltaic cells. After 
that, the electrical properties, efficiency and losses of photovoltaic cells, are discussed. 
In addition, the effects of operating conditions, temperature and irradiance, on the op-
eration of photovoltaic cells are treated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the compo-
nents and configurations of a photovoltaic system. At first, the behaviour of the series 
and parallel connections of photovoltaic cells and modules are explained. After that, 
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some photovoltaic array topologies and grid connection configurations are presented. In 
the end of Chapter 4, the basics of maximum power point tracking are discussed. The 
model of a PV generator is presented in Chapter 5. The behaviour of series and parallel 
connections under partial shading conditions is studied by simulations in Chapter 6. It is 
necessary to be familiar with the behaviour of these basic connections in order to under-
stand the behaviour of more complex photovoltaic systems. The results of the simula-
tions of the shadow sensitivity of different configurations of a PV generator are pre-
sented and discussed in Chapter 7. Finally, the conclusions of the thesis are presented in 
Chapter 8. 
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2 SOLAR RADIATION 
Solar radiation, light, is familiar to all human beings. Nevertheless, the nature of light is 
not simple. In order to understand the operation of photovoltaic cells it is important to 
know what light is and what happens to it on its way to the Earth’s surface. 
2.1 Wave-particle duality and blackbody radiation 
In 1905, Einstein argued that light consists of the discrete, independent particles of en-
ergy. These particles, the quanta of electromagnetic radiation are called photons. [20] 
This idea of the complementary nature of light is now generally accepted. It is called the 
particle-wave duality and is described with the equation 
Ep = hf = hcO ,(2.1)  
where Ep is the energy of a photon, h Plank’s constant (6.62607·10–34 Js [21, p. A-7]), c 
the speed of light (2.99792·108 m/s [21, p. A-7]),  f the frequency and O the wavelength 
of light. [22, p. 3.] 
Thermal motion of charged particles in matter generates electromagnetic radia-
tion known as thermal radiation. Thus, all matter with a temperature greater than abso-
lute zero emits thermal radiation. A blackbody is an ideal absorber and emitter of radia-
tion. Classic physics is unable to explain the relationship between the wavelength distri-
bution of light emitted from a heated object and the temperature of that object. In 1900, 
Max Planck proposed a mathematical expression describing this relationship. Hence, the 
spectral irradiance of a blackbody is described with Planck’s radiation law   
GO(O,T ) = 2Shc2
O5 ൬e
hc
OkT െ 1൰
,(2.2) 
where GO is the power per unit area per unit wavelength, k Boltzmann’s constant 
(1.38065·10–23 J/K [21, p. A-7]) and T the temperature of the blackbody. The spectrum 
of a blackbody radiation at three different temperatures, as observed at the surface of the 
blackbody, is shown in Figure 2.1. [22, p. 4.] 
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Figure 2.1. The spectral irradiance from a blackbody at three different temperatures 
based on Planck’s law. 
 
As can be seen from Equation (2.2) and Figure 2.1, the hotter the object the 
shorter the wavelength of the maximum of the spectral irradiance. The lowermost curve 
represents the temperature of 3000 K. It is about the temperature of the tungsten in an 
incandescent lamp. In that case, the wavelength of the maximum irradiance is about 
1 µm. It is in the infrared region, thus only a small portion of emitted energy lies at visi-
ble light region (0.4–0.8 µm), which explains inefficiency of incandescent lamps. [22, 
p. 4.] The surface temperature of the Sun is somewhat below 5800 K. Thus, the upper-
most curve approximates the spectral irradiance from the surface of the Sun. 
2.2 Solar radiation at the Earth's surface 
Life on the Earth depends on solar radiation that drives almost all known physical and 
biological cycles on the Earth. The Sun is an average size star; its radius is about 
6.960·108 m. The mean distance between the Earth and the Sun, known as the astro-
nomical unit, is about 1.496·1011 m. [23, p. 1859.] The Sun is a hot sphere of gas, com-
posed mostly of hydrogen, while the rest is mostly helium. The energy that the Sun ra-
diates is originated from nuclear fusion reactions in the centre of the Sun. A nuclear 
fusion reaction is a process where two light nuclei collide and combine into a heavier 
nucleus and a large amount of energy is released. In the Sun’s fusion reactions two hy-
drogen nuclei combine into a helium nucleus. The temperature of the centre of the Sun 
reaches 20 million K. Closer to the Sun’s surface is the layer of hydrogen ions, which 
absorb the intense radiation from the interior of the Sun. Energy is transferred via con-
vection through this layer and is then radiated from the outer surface of the Sun, the 
photosphere. The photosphere emits radiation into the space in the form of electromag-
netic radiation. [22, p. 5.] Approximately 50 % of the radiant energy emitted from the 
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Sun lies in the infrared region, about 40 % in the visible region and about 10 % in the 
ultraviolet region [23, p. 1859]. 
The surface temperature of the Sun is approximately 5762 K, thus its radiation 
spectrum can be approximated by a blackbody radiation spectrum at that temperature 
[24, p. 83]. The spectrum of radiation outside the atmosphere, the extraterrestrial radia-
tion, is approximately constant. Radiation reaching the Earth’s surface is highly variable 
due to absorption and scattering in the Earth’s atmosphere. This is due to such effects as 
[22, pp. 6, 8.]: 
x Rayleigh scattering by molecules in the atmosphere 
x scattering by aerosols and dust particles and 
x absorption by atmospheric gases such as ozone, oxygen, water vapour and car-
bon dioxide. 
Rayleigh proved that the amount of scattering of solar radiation by air molecules is 
inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength, when the sizes of particles 
are much smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation. Thus, Rayleigh scatter-
ing affects especially the short wavelength region of the spectrum. This is the reason 
why we see blue sky; atmospheric molecules scatter solar radiation much more in the 
blue than in the red part of the spectrum. [23, p. 1861.] 
 The radiation, that reaches the surface of the Earth, can be divided into direct 
and diffuse radiation. Direct radiation is the radiation coming directly from the Sun to 
the Earth's surface. Diffuse radiation is the scattered radiation coming from all other 
directions. The sum of these two components is the global solar radiation. Clouds occur 
in various types and regularly cover about 65 % of the Earth’s surface. [23, pp. 1862–
1863.] The amount of diffuse radiation from global radiation is important when evaluat-
ing the performance of photovoltaic systems. It generally varies from 10 to 20 % for 
clear days, and can be up to 100 % for cloudy days [22, p. 8]. 
 Solar radiation, as all blackbody radiation, is isotropic. However, the distance 
between the Earth and the Sun is so great, that the light falling on the Earth can be de-
scribed as parallel rays. [24, p. 83.] The longer the distance that solar radiation travels in 
the atmosphere, the more the atmosphere affects the solar radiation. The solar constant S 
is the amount of incoming solar radiation power per unit area on a plane normal to the 
direction of this radiation, measured on the outer surface of the Earth's atmosphere, with 
a generally accepted value 1366 W/m2. The solar constant is a very useful value for the 
studies of global energy balance and climate. It can be calculated by integrating the 
spectral irradiance on the outer surface of Earth’s atmosphere over all wavelengths. The 
solar constant is not in fact perfectly constant, but varies in relation to the solar activi-
ties. [23, p. 1859.] 
The air mass (AM) describes the path length through the atmosphere that solar 
radiation must pass to reach the Earth’s surface. The air mass is the quotient of that path 
length through the atmosphere and the thickness of the atmosphere. In Figure 2.2, line 
segment SO represents the solar radiation’s path length through the atmosphere and line 
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segment ZO represents the thickness of the atmosphere. Thus, according to Figure 2.2 
the air mass can be described with the equation 
AM = SO
ZO
ൎ
SO
SO cos ș
= 1
cos ș
, (2.3) 
where ș is the angle between the Sun and the zenith, the point in the sky directly over-
head a particular location. When the Sun is in the zenith, the radiation has the shortest 
path through the atmosphere. Thus, when ș equals zero, the air mass equals 1.0 and is 
designated as AM1.0. Correspondingly, AM2.0 occurs when ș is 60°. A practical 
method to estimate the air mass at any location by using the shadow of an object of 
known height is illustrated in Figure 2.3. When the height of the vertical object is l and 
the length of the shadow of that object is s, the air mass is estimated by the formula [22, 
pp. 6–7.] 
AM ൎ
ඥl2+s2
l
= ඨl2+s2
l2
= ඨ1 + ቀs
l
ቁ
2 .(2.4) 
 
Figure 2.2. The air mass that solar radiation must pass to reach the Earth’s surface. 
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Figure 2.3. Determination of the air mass by using the shadow of the object of known 
height. 
 
In Figure 2.4, a comparison between the spectral irradiance from a blackbody at 
6000 K, the spectral irradiance just outside the Earth’s atmosphere and the global spec-
tral irradiance AM1.5G is shown. As aforementioned, Rayleigh scattering affects espe-
cially the short wavelength region of the spectrum. This can be seen from Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.4. The spectral irradiance from a blackbody at 6000 K, just outside Earth’s 
atmosphere (AM0) and after travelling through 1.5 times the thickness of Earth’s at-
mosphere (AM1.5G) [22, p. 5]. 
 
 Atmospheric gases absorb solar radiation in specific wavelength bands. Wave-
lengths shorter than 0.3 µm are strongly absorbed by ozone O3. These wavelengths are 
lethal to the biosphere. Thus, depletion of ozone from the atmosphere has harmful ef-
fects on biological systems. The absorption bands around 1 µm are caused by water 
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vapour H2O, complemented by carbon dioxide CO2 at longer wavelengths. It is shown 
in Figure 2.5 how absorption from various atmospheric gases affects the spectral irradi-
ance reaching the Earth’s surface. [22, p. 8; 23, p. 1861.] 
 
Figure 2.5. The absorption of solar radiation due to atmospheric gases [22, p. 7]. 
 
 The atmosphere affects also outgoing radiation, as it affects incoming radiation. 
Outgoing radiation is strongly absorbed in the wavelength band 4–7 µm by water va-
pour and in the wavelength band 13–19 µm by carbon dioxide. Up to 70 % of the outgo-
ing radiation lies in that gap between 7 and 13 µm. Without the atmosphere, the average 
temperature on the Earth’s surface would be about –18 °C. Because of the atmospheric 
gases, the average temperature on the Earth’s surface is about 15 °C. [22, p. 10.] 
2.3 Apparent motion of the Sun 
It is important to be familiar with the apparent motion of the Sun in order to evaluate the 
performance of a photovoltaic system at some particular location. The Earth revolves 
around the Sun in an elliptical orbit with the Sun in one of the foci. [25, p. 10.] This 
orbit is very close to a circle; the maximum deviation of mean distance is less than 
two per cent [23, p. 1860]. The plane of this orbit is called the ecliptic. The Earth’s axis 
is tilted about 23.45°. The angle between the equatorial plane and the line joining the 
centres of the Sun and the Earth is called the solar declination. This angle is zero at the 
equinoxes around March 21st and September 23rd. On these days, the Sun rises due east 
and sets due west. The maximum of this angle ±23.45°, the inclination of the Earth’s 
axis, occurs at the solstices around June 22nd and December 22nd. [22, p. 11; 25, p. 10.] 
The apparent motion of the Sun at latitude 35° S or N is shown in Figure 2.6, where İ is 
the maximum solar declination. 
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Figure 2.6. The apparent motion of the Sun at 35° S (or N) [22, p. 11]. 
 
In latitudes more than the inclination of the Earth’s axis, 23.45° S or N, the Sun 
is never at zenith. The altitude is the angle between the horizontal plane and a straight 
line from the Sun to the observation point [22, p. 11]. Thus, the altitude equals 90° mi-
nus the latitude. In Figure 2.6, the altitude equals 55°.  
 Another thing affecting the apparent motion of the Sun across the sky is the 
Earth’s rotation. The Earth rotates about the polar axis at the rate of one revolution per 
day. The hour angle is the angle between the meridian passing through the Sun and the 
meridian of the site. This angle is zero at solar noon. [25, p. 11.] 
 The apparent motion of the Sun also affects the air mass. In the northern hemi-
sphere, the average air mass is higher in winter than in summer because the Sun is lower 
in the sky. In the morning when the Sun is starting to rise and in the evening when the 
Sun is setting down the air mass is higher than at noon. The value of the air mass affects 
both the total amount of solar irradiation and the spectrum of solar irradiance. 
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3 PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS 
A photovoltaic cell is a device that converts the energy of solar radiation directly into 
electrical energy. The operation of most of the photovoltaic cells is based on a p-n junc-
tion albeit there are also photovoltaic cells that do not contain a p-n junction like dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSSC) [26, p. 295]. This thesis deals with photovoltaic cells 
based on a p-n junction. The first functional photovoltaic cell was made of selenium and 
gold leaf film by Charles Fritts in 1883. Its area was nearly 30 cm2 and its efficiency 
was about one per cent. [3, p. 10.] 
3.1 Semiconductors and p-n junctions 
The knowledge of semiconductor physics is required for understanding the operation of 
semiconductor photovoltaic cells. Photovoltaic cells can be fabricated from a number of 
semiconductor materials. Materials are chosen based on absorption characteristics and 
fabrication costs of materials. Silicon (Si) is the most commonly used material because 
its absorption characteristics match fairly well to the solar spectrum and its fabrication 
technology is well developed. [24, pp. 84–85.] Other typical semiconductor material 
used is germanium (Ge). 
3.1.1 Properties of semiconductors 
In a free space, an electron has in principle a continuous range of energy values that it 
can attain. The situation in crystal is quite different. Electrons in isolated atoms have a 
well-defined set of discrete energy levels available. As several atoms are brought closer 
together, electrons start to interact with other atoms in the molecule and these discrete 
energy levels spread out into the allowed bands of energy. At low temperatures, elec-
trons occupy the lowest possible energy states. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle each 
allowed energy level can include two electrons at most which have opposite spin quan-
tum numbers. Thus, at low temperatures all available energy states up to a certain level 
will be occupied. This energy level is called the Fermi level or the Fermi energy EF. As 
the temperature increases, the energy of electrons increase and some electrons gain en-
ergy in excess of the Fermi level. The probability that electrons occupy an allowed state 
of given energy E can be calculated from the Fermi-Dirac distribution function [27, 
pp. 17–18.] 
f(E) = 1
1+e
(E-EF)
kT
.(3.1) 
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The Fermi-Dirac distribution function at the absolute zero and at two higher tempera-
tures is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1. Fermi-Dirac distribution function at three different temperatures, 
T2 > T1 > 0 K. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 3.1, at the absolute zero temperature f(E) is unity be-
low the Fermi level and zero above it. When the energy of a state is equal to EF the ex-
ponent of f(E) is zero and f(E) equals to half. Thus, the probability that an allowed state 
at the Fermi energy contains an electron is half. As the temperature increases, states of 
energy higher than the Fermi level have finite probability of occupation and states of 
energy lower than the Fermi level have finite probability of being empty. 
Materials can be separated into three groups based on the nature of the energy 
bands. In an insulator and a semiconductor at the absolute zero temperature, the Fermi 
level is between two energy bands: the valence and the conduction band. The valence 
band is the highest energy band that is completely filled at the absolute zero tempera-
ture. The next higher band is called the conduction band. [21, p. 1446.] A completely 
empty band cannot contribute to current flow and neither can a completely full band. A 
completely full band has no vacant allowed energy levels in the vicinity into which an 
electron can be excited. [27, pp. 18–20.] The energy difference between the valence and 
the conduction band is called the band gap or the energy gap Eg. In an insulator the en-
ergy gap can be 5 eV or more, and that much thermal energy is not available in the 
room temperature. Thus, the conductivity of insulators in the room temperature is low. 
[21, p. 1446.] 
Similarly, a semiconductor at the absolute zero temperature has the full valence 
band and the empty conductivity band. The difference between an insulator and a semi-
conductor is that in a semiconductor the energy gap is substantially smaller and elec-
trons can be more readily excited into the conduction band. As the temperature of a 
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semiconductor increases, the number of electrons in the conduction band increases rap-
idly, as does the conductivity. In a conductor, there are electrons in the conduction band 
even at the absolute zero temperature. Thus, Fermi level lies within a conduction band. 
[21, pp. 1446–1447.] The energy band structures of insulators, semiconductors and con-
ductors are illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2. Energy bands structures of insulators (a), semiconductors (b) and conduc-
tors (c) [21, p. 1447]. 
 
Consider the case where the valence band of a semiconductor is completely 
filled with electrons and the conduction band is empty. Then there is no room for any 
electron to move. If one electron is excited into the conduction band, it is free to move 
there. There will now be a vacant position on the valence band. Electrons adjacent to 
this position can now move into it, leaving a new vacant position behind and so on. 
Thus, the motion of electrons is now possible on the valence band as well. This motion 
can be described simply as the motion of the single vacant position, called a hole, in-
stead of describing it as the result of the movements of a number of electrons. [27, 
pp. 20–21.] 
When light hits a material, a certain fraction of it will be reflected and the re-
mainder transmitted into the material. The transmitted part of light can be absorbed to 
the material exciting electrons from occupied states to unoccupied higher-energy states. 
[27, pp. 40–41.] This phenomenon is called the internal photoelectric effect. In the ex-
ternal photoelectric effect, an electron can be liberated from a material if the energy 
transferred to the electron is high enough. [5, p. 79.] In 1921, Einstein was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in physics for his discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect and other 
services to theoretical physics [20]. Exciting an electron from the valence band to the 
conduction band is possible if the energy of a photon is higher than the band gap. In 
insulators, the energy gap is too large for this. In semiconductors, energy gap is small 
enough that light can excite electrons. In conductors, there are electrons in the conduc-
tion band even at the absolute zero temperature. Thus, the effect of the internal photo-
electric effect on the conductivity of a conductor is very weak. The energy, which is 
needed to remove the electron completely from the atom, is called the ionization energy 
[21, p. 1434]. 
The charge carrier lifetime in a material is the average time for recombination to 
occur after an electron-hole pair generation. Likewise, the charge carrier diffusion 
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length is the average distance a charge carrier can move until recombination. For sili-
con, typical values are 1 µs for the charge carrier lifetime and 100–300 µm for the 
charge carrier diffusion length. These two values work as an indicator of material qual-
ity and suitability for photovoltaic cell use. [22, p. 36.] 
3.1.2 Doping of semiconductors 
Both silicon and germanium are in group IV of the periodic table. Thus, they have four 
electrons in the outermost electron shell. In pure silicon or germanium, all four of the 
outer electrons are involved in the bonding. If the crystal structure is perfect, there is 
none empty electron place where adjacent electrons could move. In other words, the 
valence band is full and electrons cannot move in the crystal structure of pure silicon or 
germanium at the absolute zero temperature. [21, p. 1452.] 
 Electrical properties of semiconductors are highly sensitive even to very small 
concentrations of impurities [21, p. 1452]. Alloying semiconductor with an impurity is 
called doping. When silicon is doped with impurity atoms, which have more electrons 
in the outermost electron shell than silicon, for example with phosphorus (P), which is 
in group V of the periodic table and thus has five electrons in the outermost electron 
shell, four of the electrons of phosphorus are used to satisfy the four covalent bonds of 
the silicon lattice. [24, p. 89.] The fifth electron is very loosely bound and it does not 
participate in bonds. The energy of the fifth electron is little below the bottom of the 
conduction band. At the room temperature, most of these electrons have enough energy 
to jump into the conduction band. [21, p. 1454.] Thus, at ordinary temperature almost 
one electron for each atom of phosphorus is donated to the conduction band. For this 
reason, these impurity atoms are called donors and the energy level little below the bot-
tom of the conduction band is called the donor level. Because in this case electrons 
mainly carry the current, this type of semiconductor is called the n-type semiconductor. 
[24, p. 89.] In n-type semiconductors, electrons are called majority charge carriers and 
holes are called minority charge carriers [25, p. 29]. Figure 3.3 illustrates how donor 
levels are located in the energy band diagram of an n-type semiconductor at the absolute 
zero temperature. 
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Figure 3.3. Donor levels in the energy band diagram of an n-type semiconductor at the 
absolute zero temperature. 
 
 Doping silicon with impurity atoms, which have fewer electrons in the outer-
most electron shell than silicon, has an analogous effect. When silicon is doped with 
boron (B), which is in group III of the periodic table, all three of the electrons of boron 
are used to satisfy three covalent bonds of the silicon lattice. The boron atom would 
form four bonds but it has only three electrons in the outermost electron shell. Thus, 
there is one hole on crystal structure. This hole is bound to the boron atom in energy 
level, called an acceptor level, little above the top of the valence band. [21, p. 1454.]  
These impurity atoms are called acceptors. Because in this case holes mainly carry the 
current, this type of semiconductor is called the p-type semiconductor. [24, p. 89.] Thus, 
in p-type semiconductors, holes are majority charge carriers and electrons are minority 
charge carriers [25, p. 29]. Figure 3.4 illustrates how acceptor levels are located in the 
energy band diagram of a p-type semiconductor at the absolute zero temperature. Dop-
ing silicon with phosphorus and boron is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Controlled doping of 
pure semiconductors with donor and acceptor impurities is the basis for the construction 
of all semiconductor devices [24, pp. 89–90]. 
 
Figure 3.4. Acceptor levels in the energy band diagram of a p-type semiconductor at 
the absolute zero temperature. 
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Figure 3.5. The crystal structure of silicon and doping with phosphorus and boron. 
3.1.3 p-n junction 
The internal photoelectric effect generates electron-hole pairs in a pure semiconductor 
but recombination is strong because the force that separates electrons and holes is miss-
ing. Thus, the power generation of PV cells is based on the formation of a junction, 
which can separate electrons and holes. [22, p. 36.] Perhaps the simplest junction is the 
p-n junction. It is an interface between n- and p-type regions of one semiconductor. 
Other semiconductor junction types are for example p-i-n junction, Schottky barrier and 
heterojunction. [25, pp. 29–30.] 
The important feature of all these junctions is that they contain a strong electric 
field. When a p-type semiconductor is joined together with an n-type, a p-n-junction is 
formed. Now there is a concentration difference of holes and electrons between the two 
types of semiconductors. Thus, electrons diffuse from the n-type region into the p-type 
region leaving behind a positively charged region and, similarly, holes from the p-type 
region diffuse into the n-type region leaving behind a negatively charged region. Due to 
diffusion, an electric field is produced. This electric field counteracts the diffusion of 
the holes and electrons resulting in a drift current opposite to the diffuse current. In the 
thermal equilibrium, the diffusion and drift currents for both charge carrier types are 
exactly in balance, thus there is no net current flow. The resulting junction region con-
tains practically no mobile charge carriers. This region is descriptively called the deple-
tion region. [24, p. 103; 25, p. 29.] Formation of the electric field of the depletion region 
and the energy band diagram of a p-n junction are illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6. Formation of the electric field of the depletion region. 
 
In Figure 3.6 Ubi is the built-in voltage, the electrostatic potential difference re-
sulting from the junction formation, and q is the elementary charge (1.60218·10–19 C 
[21, p. A-7]) [24, p. 103]. When an electron in the valence band of a p-type semicon-
ductor gets enough energy from a photon, an electron-hole pair is generated. The elec-
tron has been excited into the conduction band of the p-type semiconductor and then 
pulled to an n-type semiconductor by the electric field of the depletion region. Simi-
larly, holes, generated in the n-type semiconductor, are pulled to the p-type semiconduc-
tor. If the p-n junction is connected to an external load, electrons return from the n-type 
semiconductor to the p-type semiconductor through the load and electrical power is 
produced. [22, p. 41–43.] Regions, sufficiently far from the p-n junction, where the 
electric field is remarkably small are called the quasi-neutral regions [24, p. 102]. 
3.1.4 Direct and indirect band gap semiconductors 
Semiconductor materials can be divided into two groups according to their band gaps. 
In direct band gap semiconductors the minimum of the conduction band and the maxi-
mum of the valence band occur at the same value of the electron momentum p and in 
indirect band gap semiconductors they occur at different values of p. [24, pp. 91–92.] A 
photon has a significant energy and an almost negligible momentum. A phonon is a 
particle that represents lattice vibrations; it has a significant momentum and an almost 
negligible energy. [24, p. 92.]  
 In direct band cap semiconductors, if an electron is excited from the valence 
band to the conduction band, the needed photon energy is the difference between the 
minimum energy of the conduction band Ecmin and the maximum energy of the valence 
band Evmax or Ecmin – Evmax which is the minimum energy between the valence band and 
the conduction band. Thus, exciting an electron from the valence band to the conduction 
band by a photon is as easy as possible and no phonon absorption or emission is needed. 
Photon absorption in direct band gap semiconductors is illustrated in Figure 3.7.   
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Figure 3.7. Photon absorption in a direct band gap semiconductor. 
 
In indirect band gap semiconductors, if an electron is moved from the valence 
band to the conduction band by only a photon the needed photon energy is significantly 
higher than in the case of a direct band gap semiconductor. In practice, the energy of a 
photon is not high enough to move an electron from the valence band to the conduction 
band. In addition, phonon absorption or emission is needed. [24, p. 92.] Photon absorp-
tion in indirect band gap semiconductors is illustrated in Figure 3.8. When an electron 
absorbs a phonon the momentum of the electron increases significantly and the energy 
only negligibly. Phonon absorption is illustrated by arrow 2 in Figure 3.8. When an 
electron emits a phonon the momentum of the electron decreases significantly and the 
energy only negligibly. Phonon emission is illustrated by arrow 1 in Figure 3.8. 
 
Figure 3.8. Photon absorption and phonon absorption (2) or emission (1) in an indirect 
band gap semiconductor. 
 
 Because both an electron and a phonon are needed for a photon absorption proc-
ess in indirect band gap semiconductors, the photons absorption coefficient depends not 
only on the density of full initial electron states and empty final electron states but also 
on the availability of phonons with the required momentum. Thus, compared with direct 
band gap semiconductors, the photon absorption coefficient is relatively small. In other 
words, photons penetrate more deeply into indirect band gap semiconductors than into 
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direct band gap semiconductors before absorption. [24, p. 93.] Both silicon and germa-
nium are indirect band gap semiconductors [27, p. 23]. 
3.2 Electrical properties of photovoltaic cells 
The electrical properties of a photovoltaic cell are typically presented by an I-U curve. 
The I-U characteristics of a photovoltaic cell can be derived from the minority-carrier 
equation with some assumptions and appropriate boundary conditions. That derivation 
yields the photovoltaic cell current–voltage characteristic 
 I = ISC െ Io1 ൬e qUA1kT െ 1൰ െ Io2 ൬e qUA2kT െ 1൰,  (3.2)  
where I is the current, ISC the short-circuit current and U the voltage of a photovoltaic 
cell. Io1 is the dark saturation current due to recombination in the quasi-neutral regions 
and Io2 is the dark saturation current due to recombination in the depletion region. Cur-
rents ISC, Io1 and Io2 depend on the structure and material properties of the PV cell and 
the operating conditions. [24, pp. 110–111.] Deeper understanding of PV cells operation 
requires derivation and examination of these terms. As for that, it requires complex 
semiconductor physics, thus it is out of the scope of this thesis. However, the electrical 
behaviour of a photovoltaic cell can be modelled by a current source in parallel with 
two diodes as shown in Figure 3.9. Diode 1 represents the recombination in the quasi-
neutral regions and diode 2 in the depletion region. In Equation (3.2) A1 is the ideality 
factor of the diode 1 and A2 is the ideality factor of the diode 2. A commonly used value 
for A1 is 1 and for A2 is 2. An I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell, obtained by using the 
two-diode model, is presented in Figure 3.10. In Figure 3.10 ISC has a value 0.8 A, Io1 
1·10-10 A and Io2 1·10-5 A, which are approximates for a silicon photovoltaic cell, T has 
a value 20 ºC. 
 
Figure 3.9. The two-diode electrical model of a photovoltaic cell. 
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Figure 3.10. The I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell. 
 
 In a simplified electrical model of a photovoltaic cell, diodes 1 and 2 have been 
combined because the effect of recombination in depletion region, diode 2, is almost 
negligible. This is a common and reasonable assumption, for larger forward biases. [24, 
p. 111.] When diode 2 is ignored, Equation (3.2) can be written as [5, p. 88]  
ܫ = ISC െ Io ൬e qUAkT െ 1൰ ,  (3.3) 
where Io is the saturation current and A the ideality factor of the diode. Generally A has 
a value between one and two [24, p.121]. The one-diode electrical model of a photo-
voltaic cell is represented in Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11. The one-diode electrical model of a photovoltaic cell. 
 
The I-U curve contains some important points. One is the short-circuit condition 
that means the maximum current, the short-circuit current ISC, at zero voltage. The sec-
ond is the open-circuit condition that means the maximum voltage, the open-circuit 
voltage UOC, at zero current. [25, p. 36.] At the open-circuit condition, all the light-
generated current ISC is flowing through the diode, thus the open-circuit voltage can be 
written as [5, p. 88] 
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UOC = AkTq ln ൬1 + ISCIo ൰ ൎAkTq ln ൬ISCIo ൰ for  Iୗେ بIo.  (3.4) 
For every point on the I-U curve, the product of the current and the voltage is the 
power output for that point. Third important point of the I-U curve is the maximum 
power point (MPP). The voltage at MPP is called the MPP voltage UMPP and the current 
at MPP is the MPP current IMPP. Graphically the maximum power output of a photo-
voltaic cell PMPP is the area of the largest rectangle that can be fitted under the I-U curve 
as can be seen from Figure 3.12. That can be written as 

݀(ܫܷ)
ܷ݀
= 0,(3.5) 
giving the formula for the MPP voltage [22, pp. 44–45.] 
ܷ୑୔୔ = ܷ୓େ െ ܣ݇ܶݍ ln ൬ ܷ୑୔୔ܣ݇ܶ ݍΤ + 1൰ .(3.6) 
A P-U curve and an I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell are shown in Figure 3.12. 
 
Figure 3.12. The P-U curve and the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell. The maximum 
power point of the P-U curve is circled. The area of the rectangle represents the maxi-
mum power output of the cell. 
 
 Photovoltaic cells have also parasitic elements, the series resistance Rs and the 
shunt resistance Rsh. The equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell with parasitic elements 
is shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13. The equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell with parasitic elements. 
 
When the effect of the parasitic resistances is taken into account the cur-
rent-voltage characteristic of a photovoltaic cell can be written as  
I = Iph െ Io ൭݁௎ାோ౩ூ஺௞் ௤ൗ െ 1൱ െ ܷ + ܴୱܫܴୱ୦ = ܫ୮୦ െ ܫୢ െ ܫୱ୦,(3.7) 
where Iph is the light-generated current, Id the current through the diode and Ish the cur-
rent through the shunt resistance. [22, p. 49–51.]  
The series resistance is mainly due to the bulk resistance of a semiconductor ma-
terial, the metallic contacts and interconnections, the contact resistance between the 
metallic contacts and the semiconductor and charge carrier transport through the top 
diffused layer [22, p. 49]. The effect of the series resistance on the I-U curve of a photo-
voltaic cell is shown in Figure 3.14. 
 
Figure 3.14. The effect of the series resistance on the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell. 
 
The shunt resistance is mainly due to impurities and non-idealities of a 
p-n junction, which cause partial shorting, especially near the edges of a PV cell [22, 
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p. 50]. The effect of the shunt resistance on the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell is shown 
in Figure 3.15. 
 
Figure 3.15. The effect of the shunt resistance on the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell. 
 
Although the two-diode model is more precise, the sufficient understanding of 
the behaviour of PV cells can be achieved via the one-diode model with parasitic resis-
tances [5, p. 89]. Several authors [7; 8; 9; 10; 19] have used the one-diode model with 
parasitic resistances in their researches. The two-diode model is more suitable for highly 
accurate simulations [5, p. 89].  
3.3 Efficiency and losses 
The maximum power that a photovoltaic cell can produce PMPP is always lower than the 
product of UOC times ISC. The ratio of PMPP to UOC · ISC is an essential parameter for 
evaluating the quality of a photovoltaic cell, along with its efficiency. This ratio is 
known as the fill factor FF: [5, p. 91.] 
FF = UMPPIMPP
UOCISC
.(3.8) 
Now PMPP can be written as 
PMPP=FFUOCISC.       (3.9) 
This is advantageous inasmuch as UOC and ISC are readily measured. Thus, the fill factor 
is a very usable quantity when comparing the performance of different photovoltaic 
cells. The fill factor for commercial photovoltaic cells ranges from around 0.60 to 0.80, 
while the fill factor for laboratory cells can be as high as about 0.85 [5, p. 91]. The para-
sitic resistances act to reduce the fill factor [22, p. 49]. 
The efficiency of a photovoltaic cell Ș is the quotient of the power of the photo-
voltaic cell and the radiation power reaching the surface of the cell. Thus, the maximum 
efficiency Șmax is 
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ߟ୫ୟ୶ = PMPPGAcell = FFUOCISCGAcell ,(3.10) 
where G is the irradiance and Acell the area of the PV cell. 
The efficiencies of PV cells are relatively low. A typical commercially mass-
produced PV cell is only about 13–14 % efficient [22, p. 53]. In laboratory settings, 
efficiency levels of commercially available cells have been exceeded by several per-
centages [5, p. 103]. Table 3.1 shows the efficiencies of different types of photovoltaic 
cells in laboratory settings at standard test conditions. As can be seen from Table 3.1, 
the efficiency of 25.0 % has been reached in laboratory settings with a single crystalline 
silicon (sc-Si) PV cell and the efficiency of over 20 % with a multicrystalline silicon 
(mc-Si) PV cell. The highest efficiency, almost 30 %, has been reached with a thin film 
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) PV cell.  
 
Table 3.1. The efficiencies of different types of photovoltaic cells in laboratory settings 
at standard test conditions, with small cells and only one p-n junction [28, p. 2]. 
Material Efficiency (%) 
GaAs (thin film) 
sc-Si (single crystalline) 
InP (single crystalline) 
mc-Si (multicrystalline) 
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) 
GaAs (multicrystalline) 
CdTe 
a-Si (amorphous) 
28.8 
25.0 
22.1 
20.4 
19.6 
18.4 
18.3 
10.1 
 
The main reason to the relatively low efficiencies is the fact that each absorbed 
photon creates one electron-hole pair regardless of its energy. The energy of a photon 
may be much larger than the band gap but the resulting electron and hole are separated 
by only the energy of the band gap. The energy wasted is dissipated as heat. This effect 
alone limits the maximum theoretical efficiency of a silicon PV cell to about 44 %. [27, 
pp. 88–90] On the other hand, not every photon has enough energy to excite an electron 
from the valence band to the conduction band. The excitation of electrons from the va-
lence band to the conduction band is illustrated in Figure 3.16. 
 
Figure 3.16. Part of the energy of a photon with more energy than the band gap is lost 
when an electron is excited from the valence band to the conduction band. 
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The practical efficiency of photovoltaic cells is further reduced by following 
phenomena [5, pp. 100–101; 22, p. 63; 25, p. 41]: 
x reflection losses at the cell surface 
x reflection losses at the rear contact 
x self shading due to front electrodes 
x recombination losses 
x collection losses 
x resistive losses in semiconductor materials and 
x resistive losses in contacts. 
The efficiencies of photovoltaic cells are as low as shown in Table 3.1 as the joint effect 
of all aforementioned phenomena. 
3.4 Effect of operating conditions 
The effect of operating conditions, the temperature of a photovoltaic cell and the irradi-
ance on the surface of the cell, on the operation of the photovoltaic cell is exceedingly 
significant. For this reason, there is a need to specify the operating conditions in which 
the photovoltaic cell is tested and rated. The most typically used test conditions are the 
standard test conditions (STC). STC means the irradiance of 1000 W/m2, the spectral 
irradiance of AM1.5 and the cell temperature of 25 °C [5, p. 13]. It is good to notice that 
these conditions are not common in practice. The normal operating conditions (NOC) 
are other widely used test conditions. NOC means the irradiance of 800 W/m2, the spec-
tral irradiance of AM1.5 and the ambient temperature of 20 °C [25, p. 88].  These con-
ditions are substantially more realistic in practice than STC. However, manufacturers of 
cells do not always provide NOC ratings. 
3.4.1 Effect of temperature 
The operating temperature of a photovoltaic cell can vary truly widely in practice. Thus, 
it is essential to understand the effect of a temperature on the operation of a photovoltaic 
cell. The saturation current Io and the short-circuit current ISC of a photovoltaic cell are 
not strongly temperature dependents. Io increases with the temperature according to the 
equation 
ܫ୭ = ܤܶఊ݁ିாౝబ௞் ,(3.11) 
where B is a temperature independent constant, Eg0 is the linearly extrapolated zero 
temperature band gap of the semiconductor making up the cell and Ȗ includes the tem-
perature dependencies of the remaining parameters determining Io. Typical values for 
silicon are Eg0 ~ 1.2 eV and Ȗ ~ 3. [27, pp. 91–92.]  
B can be solved from Equation (3.11), 
ܤ = ܫ୭
ܶఊ݁
ିாౝబ
௞்
.(3.12) 
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When Io is 1·10-10 A and T 25 °C, B has a value about 726. In the one-diode model, il-
lustrated in Figure 3.11, the relation between the short-circuit current and the open-
circuit voltage can be solved from Equation (3.3), 
ܫୗେ = ܫ୭ ൬݁௤௎ోి஺௞் െ 1൰ .(3.13) 
Thus, neglecting the small negative term, the short-circuit current can be written as  
ܫୗେ = ܤܶఊ݁ିாౝబ௞் ݁௤௎ోి஺௞் = ܤܶఊ݁௤௎ోి஺௞் ିாౝబ௞் .(3.14) 
Equation (3.14) can be rearranged as follows:
ܷ୓େ = ܣ݇ܶݍ ln ܫୗେܤܶఊ + ܣܧ୥଴ݍ = ܣݍ ൬݇ܶln ܫୗେܤܶఊ + ܧ୥଴൰ .(3.15) 
 In silicon photovoltaic cells, the temperature coefficient of the open-circuit volt-
age is from –0.3 up to –0.4 %/K. Thus, the open-circuit voltage decreases as the tem-
perature increases, by around 1.7 to 2.9 mV/K. The temperature coefficient of the short-
circuit current is from 0.04 to 0.05 %/K. [5, pp. 91–92.] The short-circuit current in-
creases with the temperature because the band gap energy decreases and photons with 
less energy are allowed to create electron-hole pairs [22, p. 48]. However, the effect of 
the temperature on the short-circuit current is small. The power output of a silicon PV 
cell decreases as the temperature increases, by around 0.4 to 0.5 %/K. This dependency 
is reduced for materials with a larger energy gap. [27, p. 92.] In addition, the fill factor 
decreases as the temperature increases, the temperature coefficient of the fill factor is 
about –0.15 %/K [5, pp. 91–92]. 
The I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell at three different temperatures is shown in 
Figure 3.17 which is obtained by using the following values: ISC = 0.8 A, B = 726, Ȗ = 3, 
Eg0 = 1.2 eV and A = 1. 
 
Figure 3.17. The effect of the temperature on the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell. The 
irradiance on the surface of the cell is constant. 
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It can be seen from Figure 3.17 that the effect of the temperature on the open-
circuit voltage is significantly greater than on the short-circuit current. The temperature 
dependencies of the open-circuit voltage, the short-circuit current and the maximum 
power of a photovoltaic cell are shown in Figure 3.18. Figure 3.18 is obtained by using 
the same values as in Figure 3.17. 
 
Figure 3.18. The difference of the open-circuit voltage, the short-circuit current and the 
maximum power of a photovoltaic cell referred to STC as a function of the temperature. 
 
It can be seen from Figure 3.18 that as the temperature increases the short-circuit 
current increases and the open-circuit voltage and the maximum power decrease. Inas-
much as the fill factor decreases as the temperature increases, the decrease of the maxi-
mum power is more rapid than the decrease of the open-circuit voltage. 
3.4.2 Effect of irradiance 
The light-generated current is proportional to the flux of photons capable of creating 
electron-hole pairs. As the irradiance increases the photon flux increases, in the same 
portion, and generates a proportionately higher current. Thus, the short-circuit current of 
a photovoltaic cell is approximately directly proportional to the irradiance. The effect of 
the irradiance on the open-circuit voltage is much lesser. [25, p. 45.] The effect of the 
irradiance on the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell is illustrated in Figure 3.19. Figure 
3.19 is obtained by using Equation (3.7) and the following values: Iph in the irradiance 
of 1000 W/m2 is 2.7 A, Io = 1·10-10 A, Rs = 0.02 , Rsh = 20 , A = 1 and T = 25 °C. 
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Figure 3.19. The effect of the irradiance on the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell. The 
temperature of the cell is constant, 25 °C. 
 
It can be seen from Figure 3.19 that the effect of the irradiance on the short-
circuit current is significantly greater than on the open-circuit voltage. The irradiance 
dependency of the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current and maximum power of a 
photovoltaic cell, at the high values of the irradiance, is shown in Figure 3.20. Figure 
3.20 is obtained by using the same equation and values as in Figure 3.19. 
 
Figure 3.20. The difference of the open-circuit voltage, the short-circuit current and the 
maximum power of a photovoltaic cell referred to STC as a function of the irradiance at 
the high values of the irradiance. 
 
It can be seen from Figure 3.20 that as the irradiance increases the open-circuit 
voltage increases only slightly and the short-circuit current and the maximum power 
increase very substantially. Increase of the maximum power is more rapid than increase 
of the short-circuit current. It is good to notice that the irradiance dependency of the 
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open-circuit voltage is weak only at the high values of the irradiance. The irradiance 
dependency of the open-circuit voltage of a PV cell at the low values of the irradiance is 
shown in Figure 3.21. Figure 3.21 is obtained by using the same equation and values as 
in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. 
 
Figure 3.21. The irradiance dependency of the open-circuit voltage of a photovoltaic 
cell at the low values of the irradiance. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 3.21, the open-circuit voltage is strongly irradiance 
dependent only at the low values of the irradiance. The open-circuit voltage increases 
rapidly with the irradiance up to about 20 W/m2 and is almost constant at the high val-
ues of the irradiance. The irradiance dependency of the MPP voltage is similar to the 
irradiance dependency of the open-circuit voltage. 
The irradiance also affects the temperature of a PV cell Tcell. Although the ambi-
ent temperature Tamb is the same for all cells, the temperatures of cells, exposed to dif-
ferent values of the irradiance, differ. The effect of the irradiance on the temperature of 
a cell can be estimated with the equation 
Tcell = Tamb + KTG,                                                          (3.16)   
where KT is the temperature-rise coefficient. It is difficult to absolutely determine KT 
because there are many factors affecting how the irradiance increases the temperature of 
a PV cell. The temperature-rise coefficient is usually estimated through measurements 
using the equation 
KT = Tcell െ TambG .(3.17) 
This value for KT is a good estimate only during typical weather conditions. The mount-
ing solution of PV modules has a great influence on KT. The temperature-rise coeffi-
cient of a typical commercial PV module is about from 0.015 to 0.035 K/W/m2. [29, 
p. 128.] It is good to notice that there are also many other parameters affecting the tem-
perature of a PV cell like wind and humidity. 
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4 COMPONENTS AND CONFIGURATIONS OF 
A PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM 
Photovoltaic cells are very rarely used individually. Open-circuit voltages of common 
commercial silicon PV cells range from around 0.55 to 0.72 V at STC. The maximum 
power point voltage is from around 0.45 to 0.58 V, which is too low for almost every 
application. Thus, PV cells are connected in series in order to increase the voltage level. 
Typically, from 32 to 72 cells are connected in series and encapsulated to form photo-
voltaic modules. In addition, hybrid solutions that combine series and parallel connec-
tions are also available, especially for large modules. Modules, in turn, are the basic 
building blocks of photovoltaic arrays. A PV array is a power-generating unit, com-
posed of PV modules. Series and parallel connections of unlimited number of modules 
enable creating massive photovoltaic generators with megawatts of power. [5, p. 127, 
137; 22, p. 71.] Series connections of PV modules are also called PV strings [11, p. 37]. 
The connection symbol of a PV module is presented in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1. The connection symbol of a photovoltaic module. 
 
 Ideally, a photovoltaic module would compose of identical cells with the identi-
cal characteristics. In that case, the I-U curve of a PV module would be the same shape 
as that of the individual cells, with a change in the scale of the axis. In practice, cells are 
not identical and every cell has a unique characteristic. The output of a module is lim-
ited by the cell with the lowest output. In a series connection, a current is the same for 
all the cells and the cell with the lowest short-circuit current limits the total output cur-
rent of the series connection. The total output voltage of the series connection is the sum 
of the voltages of the individual cells. In a parallel connection, a voltage is the same for 
all the cells and the cell with the lowest open-circuit voltage limits the total output volt-
age of the parallel connection. The total output current of the parallel connection is the 
sum of the currents of the individual cells. The difference between the sum of maximum 
power outputs of individual cells or modules and the output of the whole connection is 
called the mismatch losses. [22, pp. 71–74.] 
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4.1 Series connection of photovoltaic cells and modules 
A photovoltaic module is typically made of series-connected cells in order to obtain 
usable voltages. The behaviour of a series connection of photovoltaic cells will now be 
discussed by an example involving two series-connected photovoltaic cells. Figure 4.2 
shows I-U curves of two individual photovoltaic cells A and B and the series connection 
of them. Cell A is exposed to the irradiance of 600 W/m2 and cell B to 400 W/m2. The 
temperature of both the cells is 30 °C. Figure 4.2 is obtained by using the equivalent 
circuit of a photovoltaic cell presented in Figure 3.13. For the sake of clarity, the effect 
of cables is neglected. 
 
Figure 4.2. Individual and total I-U curves of two photovoltaic cells at different irradi-
ances connected in series. The temperature of both the cells is 30 °C. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 4.2, the short-circuit current of cell B is two thirds of 
the value of cell A. Cell B limits the short-circuit current of the whole series connection 
to a value little higher than the short-circuit current of its own. The I-U curve of the se-
ries connection is obtained by adding together the voltages from cells A and B. Because 
cells are connected in series, the current is the same for both the cells and for the whole 
series connection. The maximum power of the series connection does not equate to the 
sum of the maximum powers of cells A and B. When the current of the series connec-
tion is larger than the short-circuit current of cell B, the voltage of cell B UB is negative 
and cell B is reserve biased. Then cell B acts as a load and a part of the power produced 
by the stronger cell, cell A, is dissipated to heat in cell B. As the series connection is 
short-circuited, the voltage of cell A UA is opposite to UB, ܷ୅ ൌ െܷ୆. Thus, all the 
power produced by cell A is dissipated to heat in cell B. 
 Due to manufacturing tolerances, the I-U curves of two photovoltaic cells cannot 
be completely identical. Generally, the current of commercial cells suffers a higher de-
gree of variation than voltage [25, p. 90]. Thus, the situation illustrated in Figure 4.2 is 
also typical for identically irradiated cells. Therefore, the maximum power of a series 
connection is always lower than the sum of the maximum powers of individual cells. 
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Vendors of photovoltaic modules try to reduce that kind of mismatch losses by includ-
ing into a photovoltaic module only cells whose IMPP is as similar as possible. [5, 
p. 141.] 
 In practice, PV installations are composed of more than two series-connected 
cells. In a situation where there are many PV cells connected in series and one of the 
cells is exposed to lower irradiance, the power dissipated in that cell can grow too high 
leading damaging of that cell. This phenomenon is called the hot-spot heating. To avoid 
damaging of the cell exposed to the lower irradiance, antiparallel-connected bypass di-
odes can be used. [5, pp. 141–143.]  
Antiparallel-connected bypass diodes are used to bypass the portion of the cur-
rent which exceeds the short-circuit current of the cells. A lower short-circuit current 
can exist for example if a cell is shaded or defective. Bypass diodes reduce mismatch 
losses and obviate hot-spot heating in the case of the series connection of PV cells. Al-
though only one cell has a lower short-circuit current, the complete substring protected 
by one bypass diode is bypassed. The use of a bypass diode for each cell guarantees the 
best protection but it is of course very expensive and far from indispensable. One by-
pass diode is normally used for 12–24 cells. Under normal operating conditions, bypass 
diodes do not conduct and thus induce no power loss. When a bypass diode is conduct-
ing, the voltage drop is from 0.6 to 0.9 V. That can be reduced by using Schottky di-
odes, whose voltage drop is only from 0.3 to 0.5 V. [5, pp. 143–146.] However, the use 
of bypass diodes cause also a more serious problem. When a bypass diode is conduct-
ing, there can be multiple maximum power points in the characteristics of the series 
connection. That makes the tracking of the maximum power point more complicated. 
4.2 Parallel connection of photovoltaic cells and mod-
ules 
Photovoltaic cells and modules are connected in parallel in order to increase the current. 
The behaviour of a parallel connection of photovoltaic cells will now be discussed by an 
example involving two parallel-connected photovoltaic cells. Figure 4.3 shows I-U 
curves of two individual photovoltaic cells A and B and the parallel connection of them. 
The temperature of cell A is 20 °C and B is 45 °C. Both the cells are exposed to the 
same irradiance. Figure 4.3 is obtained by using the equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic 
cell presented in Figure 3.13. For the sake of clarity, the effect of cables is neglected. 
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Figure 4.3. Individual and total I-U curves of two photovoltaic cells at different tem-
peratures connected in parallel. Both the cells are exposed to the same irradiance. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 4.3, the open-circuit voltage of cell B is lower than 
cell A. Cell B limits the open-circuit voltage of the whole parallel connection to a value 
little higher than the open-circuit voltage of its own. Because cells are connected in par-
allel, the voltage is the same for both the cells and for the whole parallel connection. 
When the voltage is larger than the open-circuit voltage of cell B, the current of cell B 
IB is negative. Thus, a part of the power produced by the cell with lower temperature, 
cell A, is dissipated to heat in cell B. In the open-circuit condition of the parallel con-
nection, the current of cell A IA is opposite to IB, ܫ୅ ൌ െܫ୆. Thus, all the power pro-
duced by cell A is dissipated to heat in cell B. To avoid a reserve current flowing into 
the cell with the lower open-circuit voltage, blocking diodes can be used [22, p. 78]. 
Blocking diodes ensure that a current only flows out of the parallel-connected 
PV cells or modules. Blocking diodes prevent, for example, a battery from discharging 
through a module at night. When the voltage of the battery exceeds the voltage of the 
module, the blocking diode turns into reserve biased and prevents the battery discharge. 
Under normal operating conditions, however, there is a voltage drop across the blocking 
diode. Blocking diodes are usually not used because other components of a PV system 
like maximum power point trackers prevent reverse currents. [22, p. 78; 25, p. 99.] 
There is also a risk of a reserve current when series-connected strings of PV 
modules are connected in parallel. A reserve current can cause overload in string cables 
in the event of a malfunction attributable to shading, failure or the like. Because of this 
risk, a blocking diode, fuse or circuit breaker can be wired in series in each string. [5, 
p. 149.] Drawbacks of blocking diodes are that they always provoke a voltage drop, 
relatively strong currents need to be cooled and they are prone to atmospheric power 
surges. Blocking diodes are mainly used in relatively large PV generator arrays with 
numerous parallel strings. [5, p. 150.] An easier and usually cheaper way to safeguard 
strings against reserve currents is to install a DC fuse on one side of the string and a 
disconnect terminal on the other side. If one side of the string is grounded, fuses should 
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be installed on the other side. A string can be segmented, for example servicing pur-
poses, using fuses and disconnect terminals, once the system has first been shut down. 
[5, p. 151.] Circuit breakers are a more practical, albeit more expensive, solution than 
fuses. Circuit breakers allow a string to be shut down under load. The higher the ratio 
between the system current and the nominal current, the sooner a fuse or a circuit 
breaker will be tripped. [5, p. 152.] 
4.3 Topologies of a photovoltaic array 
There are many topologies for composing PV arrays. Topologies differ, among other 
things, in wiring costs, localization of malfunctions and behaviour in partial shading 
situations. The most common topologies of PV array will be presented in this section. 
Large PV arrays are mostly composed of a large number of parallel-connected 
strings. This topology is commonly known as the series-parallel topology. [11, p. 37.] 
Modules are first connected in series in order to obtain a requisite voltage level. To 
achieve a higher current strings are connected in parallel. In the SP topology system 
operation monitoring is easy because currents can be measured in individual strings. In 
a malfunction situation, the failed string can be simply disconnected. Thus, the fault can 
be localized and repaired without interrupting the operation of the intact array. [5, 
pp. 152, 154.] 
Total-cross-tied, bridge-link (BL) and honeycomb (HC) represents additional ar-
ray topologies with connections between strings [7, p. 3075; 11, p. 37]. The addition of 
loops in an array increases redundancy in the circuit. That enables strings to have differ-
ent current values flowing through the modules of the same string while respecting volt-
age constraints. Thus, loops partly balance out asymmetries of modules. In the total-
cross-tied topology, group of modules are connected in parallel and these parallel con-
nections are connected in series. In the bridge-link and honeycomb topologies, half of 
the interconnections between strings are removed. The BL and HC topologies have the 
advantage of having fewer interconnections than TCT thus reducing losses in cables and 
wiring time of the installation. On the other hand, in large installations the TCT topol-
ogy can be easier to wire due to the simplicity of the pattern. [11, pp. 37–38.] The se-
ries-parallel, total-cross-tied, bridge-link and honeycomb topologies are presented in 
Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4. The series-parallel, total-cross-tied, bridge-link and honeycomb array to-
pologies. 
 
One of the main disadvantages of array topologies with loops is that localizing 
malfunctions is difficult. Malfunctions mainly manifest as a voltage drop in the group 
with a defective module. Malfunctions can also reduce a current across the entire array. 
The entire generator must be shut down to localize the defective module. Moreover, it is 
very labour-intensive and thus practically impossible to monitor internal voltages con-
tinuously. [5, pp. 159–160.] 
In addition, some research has been done about PV array reconfiguration [12, 
14]. The aim of PV array reconfiguration is to reduce mismatch losses by chancing the 
connections of a PV array while irradiance conditions change. The use of a reconfigur-
able PV array can result in considerable reduction in mismatch losses under partial 
shading conditions, thus increasing the power produced by the array. El-Dein et al. [14, 
p. 150–152] present in their study that the reconfigurable PV array can produce over 
20 % more power than the TCT topology in certain shading situations. 
4.4 Connecting a photovoltaic generator to the utility 
grid 
Grid-connected photovoltaic systems are power plants feeding their energy into the util-
ity grid [5, p. 262]. Interfacing equipment used for connecting PV generators to the util-
ity grid are converters and inverters. In a converter, the direct current (DC) input voltage 
is converted to a larger or smaller amplitude DC output voltage. In an inverter, the DC 
input voltage is converted to an alternating current (AC) output voltage. The magnitude 
and frequency of the AC output voltage can be controlled. [30, p. 1.] Inverters interfac-
ing PV modules with the utility grid involve two major tasks. One is to ensure that the 
PV system is operated at the maximum power point and the other is to supply a sinusoi-
dal current into the grid. [31, p. 1292.] The commercial equipment available nowadays 
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enable grid connection of installations with output amounting to upwards of 100 Wp [5, 
p. 262].  
 Different configurations that can be used to connect PV modules to the utility 
grid are inter alia centralized inverter, string inverter, team concept, multi-string inverter 
and AC module configurations [16, p. 2; 31, p. 1295]. Different configurations of a 
grid-connected PV system are presented in Figure 4.5. The rated power of the PV gen-
erator usually determines the configuration used. That is mainly due to cost issues. In 
order to compare different configurations six evaluation criteria need to be taken into 
account: performance under shaded conditions, conversion efficiency, investment costs, 
upgradeability, degraded operation mode, and ancillary service participation of PV sys-
tem configurations. [16, pp. 1, 5.] 
 
Figure 4.5. The configurations of a grid-connected photovoltaic system: centralized 
inverter (a), string inverters (b), team concept (c), multi-string inverter (d) and AC 
modules (e). 
 
The centralized inverter configuration, shown in Figure 4.5 (a), is the most 
common connecting configuration. It is based on a centralized inverter that interfaces a 
large number of modules to the grid. Modules are connected in series to achieve a 
higher voltage level and thus avoid further amplification. These series connections are 
connected in parallel, through string diodes. The centralized inverter configuration is the 
lowest cost solution for the megawatt PV system because large inverters have a low 
price per power ratio. The other benefit of this topology is simple maintenance. How-
ever, there are some drawbacks on this configuration such as power losses due to cen-
tralized maximum power point tracking (MPPT), losses in the string diodes, security 
risks in high voltage DC cables, very low continuity of service at the low values of ir-
radiance and nonflexible design where the upgradeability is low and benefits of mass 
production cannot be reached. [15, p. 786; 16, p. 1; 31, pp. 1294–1295.] 
 In the string inverter configuration, shown in Figure 4.5 (b), only one string is 
connected to the inverter. Nevertheless, the input voltage of the inverter may be high 
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enough to avoid voltage amplification. Inasmuch as every string is individually con-
trolled, maximum power point tracking is more efficient, a system is less sensitive to 
partial shading and mismatch losses are reduced compared to the centralized inverter 
configuration. Other advantages of the string inverter configuration are that there are 
shorter string wiring runs and no losses associated with string diodes. Thus, the overall 
efficiency of a system is higher compared to the centralized inverter configuration, de-
spite the fact that the efficiency of larger inverters is normally higher than that of 
smaller inverters. In addition, the system modularity is increased because strings can be 
added one at a time and the price is reduced due to mass production. [5, p. 265; 15, 
p. 786; 31, pp. 1296.] The team concept, shown in Figure 4.5 (c), is an additional inno-
vation where DC switches are added between the strings. Due to these switches, strings 
can be combined in order to accept larger irradiance range of PV production and in-
crease to conversion efficiency by using only one inverter. Thus, the system is able to 
operate continuously at low irradiance while ensuring a good conversion efficiency. [16, 
p. 2.] 
 The multi-string inverter configuration, shown in Figure 4.5 (d), combines the 
centralized and string inverter configurations. Every string is interfaced with its own 
DC-DC converter to a common DC-AC inverter. [31, p. 1296.] Inasmuch as every 
string is controlled individually, MPPT, system protection, and ancillary services can be 
realized with more flexibility and a system is less sensitive to the impacts of partial 
shading. [15, p. 786–787]. In addition, modules used from one string to another, may 
differ in size, technology, age and even nominal power values. This configuration is 
upgradeable to a certain scale, where some strings can be added without exceeding 
specifications of the inverter. [16, p. 2.] The major disadvantages of this configuration 
are high investment costs and low reliability because it includes more power electronics 
stages [15, p. 787].  
The AC module configuration, shown in Figure 4.5 (e), is a system where one 
large PV module is connected to a DC-AC inverter [31, p. 1296]. Thus, this configura-
tion is very modular and upgradeable. Inasmuch as every module is controlled individu-
ally, MPPT is very efficient. The main challenge is developing cost-effective inverters 
that can amplify a very low voltage with high efficiency [31, p. 1296]. On the other 
hand, AC modules are suitable for commercial mass production, which can reduce 
manufacturing costs in the future. 
4.5 Maximum power point tracking 
The maximum power produced by PV modules varies greatly with the irradiance and 
temperature. Thus, maximum power point tracking techniques are needed. In the case of 
only one PV cell, maximum power point tracking is relatively easy. Simple algorithms 
can be utilized to track the MPP on the I-U curve of a photovoltaic cell. In the case of a 
series connection of several modules certain difficulties like multiple maximum power 
points can occur. Simple MPPT techniques can easily be trapped at a local MPP under 
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partial shading. This can substantially reduce the energy yield of a PV generator. [32, 
p. 1.] The P-U curve of the series connection of two PV cells is shown in Figure 4.6. 
Cells are bypassed by bypass diodes. One cell is exposed to the irradiance of 300 W/m2 
and the other to 200 W/m2. Cells are at the same ambient temperature. As can be seen 
from Figure 4.6, there are two maximum power points, local and global. Operating at a 
local MPP instead of the global MPP will invariably reduce the power produced by a 
PV generator. 
 
Figure 4.6. The P-U curve of the series connection of two PV cells exposed to different 
irradiances. 
 
 MPPT techniques are essential to extract the maximum available power from a 
PV system. Many different MPPT techniques have been developed. The techniques 
vary inter alia in complexity, number of sensors required, costs, convergence speed, 
implementation hardware and range of effectiveness. Conventional MPPT algorithms 
are for example Perturb and Observe (PO) and Incremental Conductance (IC). [32, 
p. 1.] The PO algorithm is widely used because it is simple and easy to implement. It is 
also called the hill top algorithm. The IC algorithm is more complex and computation-
ally demanding than PO. [33, p. 1.] 
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5 MODELLING OF A PHOTOVOLTAIC GEN-
ERATOR 
The model of a photovoltaic generator presented in this chapter is implemented by using 
the MATLAB Simulink software. The model is composed of series and parallel-
connected photovoltaic modules protected by antiparallel-connected bypass diodes. The 
model is designed to simulate effects of the temperature and the irradiance on the opera-
tion of photovoltaic generators.  
5.1 Model of a photovoltaic module 
A photovoltaic module is modelled by using the equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell 
presented in Figure 3.13. The model is based on the model presented by Villalva et al. 
[19]. Different models are designed for series- and parallel-connected PV modules. In 
the case of a series-connected PV module, the I-U curve is obtained by changing the 
value of the input current Iin and calculating the voltage of the PV module in every op-
erating point. While in the case of a parallel-connected PV module, the I-U curve is 
obtained by changing the value of the input voltage Uin and calculating the current of 
the PV module in every operating point. Otherwise, these two models are similar. The 
model of a series-connected PV module is now presented. The other inputs of the model 
are operating conditions, the irradiance and the ambient temperature of the PV module 
as can be seen from Figure 5.1, where the highest layer of the model is presented. 
 
Figure 5.1. Simulink model of a photovoltaic module with a bypass diode in parallel. 
 
The next layer of the model is presented in Figure 5.2. As can be seen from Fig-
ure 5.2, the PV module and the bypass diode are modelled with separate blocks. The 
voltage of the bypass diode is opposite to the voltage of the module because the bypass 
diode is connected in antiparallel with the module. Thus, the bypass diode conducts 
current only when the PV module is reserve biased. The output voltage of the model 
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Uout is the larger of the PV module voltage and the bypass diode voltage multiplied by 
minus one. The voltage of the bypass diode is multiplied by minus one because the by-
pass diode is connected in antiparallel with the PV module. 
 
Figure 5.2. Simulink model of a photovoltaic module and bypass diode. 
 
The PV module block calculates the voltage and the short-circuit current of the 
PV module from the values of the irradiance, ambient temperature and input current. 
The model of a PV module is presented in Figure 5.3.  
 
Figure 5.3. Simulink model of a photovoltaic module. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 5.3, the model of a PV module consists of three 
separate blocks. The light-generated current block calculates the light generated current 
and the short-circuit current of the module from the values of the irradiance and the 
temperature. The diode current block calculates the diode current of the module from 
the values of the temperature, module voltage and input current. The PV module voltage 
block calculates the PV module voltage using the values of the light-generated current, 
diode current and input current. The temperature of the module is calculated from the 
values of the ambient temperature and the irradiance by using Equation (3.16). 
The PV cell current-voltage characteristic, Equation (3.7), can be written for a 
PV module as 
 I = Iph െ Io ቆ݁௎ାோ౩ூ஺௎౐ െ 1ቇ െ U + RsIRsh ,(5.1) 
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where UT is the thermal voltage. The thermal voltage can be written as  
UT = NskTq ,(5.2) 
where Ns is the number of series-connected cells in a PV module [19, p. 1200]. 
The light-generated current can be expressed as a function of the short-circuit 
current in any environment conditions by current division based on the assumption that 
in the short-circuit condition the diode current is negligible. Thus, the light-generated 
current can be written as 
Iph = ISC Rsh + RsRsh = ൫ISC,STC + KI'T൯ GGSTC Rsh + RsRsh ,(5.3)    
where ISC, STC is the short-circuit current in the standard test conditions, KI the tempera-
ture coefficient of the short-circuit current, 'T the temperature difference compared to 
STC and GSTC the irradiance in STC. [9, p. 174.] Figure 5.4 shows the modelling of the 
light-generated current. 
 
Figure 5.4. Simulink model of the light-generated current in a photovoltaic module. 
 
The modelling of the diode current, showed in Figure 5.5, is based on the equa-
tion [19, p. 1200] 
Id = Io ቆ݁௎ାோ౩ூ஺௎౐ െ 1ቇ .(5.4) 
The saturation current Io is solved from Equation (5.1) in the open-circuit condition. 
When the effect of the temperature on the open-circuit voltage is added, the saturation 
current can be written as 
Io = Iph െ ൫UOC,STC + KU'T൯ RshΤe൫൫UOC, STCା௄ೆǻ்൯ AUTΤ ൯ െ 1 ,(5.5)     
where KU is the temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage and UOC, STC the 
open-circuit voltage in STC. The effects of the irradiance on the open-circuit voltage 
and on the short-circuit current are neglected in Equation (5.5).  
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Figure 5.5. Simulink model of the diode current in a photovoltaic module. 
 
The voltage of a PV module can be solved from Equation (5.1) as 
U = RshIph െ RshIo ቆeUାRsIAUT െ 1ቇ െ (Rsh + Rs)I 
= RshIph െ RshId െ (Rsh+Rs)I.                                    (5.6)  
The modelling of the voltage of a photovoltaic module, based on the Equation (5.6), is 
shown in Figure 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.6. Simulink model of the voltage of a photovoltaic module. 
  
The model of a bypass diode calculates the voltage of the bypass diode. The by-
pass diode is conducting when the current of the module is greater than the short-circuit 
current of the module. The model of a bypass diode is presented in Figure 5.7. The by-
pass diode junction temperature is different compared to the module temperature, be-
cause bypass diodes are normally placed on behind a module and thus are not exposed 
to the same value of irradiance than the module. 
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Figure 5.7. Simulink model of a bypass diode. 
 
The voltage of a bypass diode Ubypass is solved from Equation (5.4) 
Ubypass = AbypassUT, bypasslnቆIbypass + Io, bypassIo, bypass ቇ+ Rs, bypassIbypass,(5.7) 
where UT, bypass is the thermal voltage, Abypass the ideality factor, Ibypass the current, 
Io, bypass the saturation current and Rs, bypass the series resistance of the bypass diode. 
When the bypass diode is conducting, the current of the bypass diode is the difference 
between the current of the module and the short-circuit current of the module  
                Ibypass = Iെ ISC.(5.8)   
The saturation block in Figure 5.7 saturates the current of the bypass diode to zero when 
the current of the module is smaller than the short-circuit current of the module. 
In the model of a parallel-connected PV module, the model of a bypass diode 
calculates the current of the bypass diode. The output current of the model is the sum of 
the PV module current and the bypass diode current. The model of the bypass diode of a 
parallel-connected PV module is presented in Figure 5.8. 
 
Figure 5.8. Simulink model of the bypass diode of a parallel-connected PV module. 
 
 The current of a bypass diode can be written as 
Ibypass = Io, bypass ቆ݁UbypassିRsǡbypassIbypassAUTǡbypass െ 1ቇ .(5.9) 
In the case of a parallel-connected PV module, a bypass diode is conducting when the 
voltage of the module is negative. The saturation block in Figure 5.8 saturates the volt-
age of the bypass diode to zero when the module voltage is positive. 
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 Models of PV generators with different array topologies can be composed by 
interconnecting models of individual PV modules. The model of a series connection of 
PV modules can be composed by using the model of a series-connected PV module and 
connecting the same current to all modules and summing their voltages. The model of a 
SP topology can then be composed of models of series connections by first interpolating 
the currents of the series connections so that the voltages of the series connections are 
the same and then summing these currents. Similarly, a model of a parallel connection 
of PV modules can be composed by using the model of a parallel-connected PV module 
and connecting the same voltage to all modules and summing their currents. Further, the 
model of a TCT topology can be composed of models of parallel connections by first 
interpolating the voltages of the parallel connections so that the currents of the parallel 
connections are the same and then summing these voltages. 
5.2 Derivation of model parameters used in simulations 
The values of parasitic resistances can be obtained by using the method presented by 
Villalva et al. [19, pp. 1202–1203]. The method is based on the fact that there is only 
one pair of values for Rs and Rsh for which the modelled MPP equals with the given ex-
perimental MPP or for which the equation PMPP, m = PMPP, e = PMPP = UMPPIMPP is valid. 
In previous equation, PMPP, m is the modelled power at MPP and PMPP, e is the experi-
mental power at MPP. [19, p. 1202.] By using Equation (5.1) PMPP in STC can be writ-
ten as  
PMPP, STC = UMPP, STC ቆIph, STC െ Io, STC ቆeUMPP, STCାRsIMPP, STCAUT, STC െ 1ቇ 
ቆ ቇ െ
UMPP, STC + RsIMPP, STC
Rsh
ቇ , (5.10) 
where Iph, STC is the light-generated current, Io, STC the saturation current and UT, STC the 
thermal voltage in standard test conditions. The light-generated current and the satura-
tion current in STC can be solved from Equations (5.3) and (5.5) respectively with val-
ues 'T = 0 K and G = GSTC. The shunt resistance can be solved from Equation (5.10) as 
a function of the series resistance as  
Rsh = UMPP, STCଶ + RsUMPP, STCIMPP, STC
UMPP, STCIph, STC െ UMPP, STCIo, STC ቆe
UMPP, STCାRsIMPP, STC
AUT, STC െ 1ቇ െ PMPP, STC .(5.11) 
Equations (5.10) and (5.11) are presented in STC because manufacturers normally give 
experimental ratings in STC. However, those equations can be presented in any other 
conditions as well. In this simulation model, parasitic resistances are solved in STC and 
assumed to be constant. 
 Determination of Rs and Rsh is an iterative process. Even though the equation for 
the light-generated current, Equation (5.3), includes both the series and the shunt resis-
tances, and the equation for the saturation current, Equation (5.5), includes the shunt 
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resistance, values of the series and the shunt resistances can still be solved. The pair of 
parasitic resistances can be determined iteratively by starting from a typical value of Rs 
and finding the pair for which the modelled maximum power PMPP, m is exactly the same 
as the maximum power given by the manufacturer PMPP, e. By using this method, the 
open-circuit, the short-circuit and the maximum power points of the modelled I-U curve 
of a PV module can be made match to the measured I-U curve of the PV module in 
question in certain conditions. [19, p. 1202; 9, p. 175.] 
The simulation model used in the simulations in Chapters 6 and 7 has been fitted 
to the characteristic of the NAPS NP190GKg PV module. The NAPS NP190GKg PV 
module was used because 69 modules like that are installed on the rooftop of the De-
partment of Electrical Engineering of Tampere University of Technology. This module 
is composed of 54 series-connected multicrystalline Si PV cells that are divided into 
three substrings of 18 cells. Each substring is protected by a bypass diode. [34.] The 
module is designed mainly to be used in grid-connected PV generators, and it can be 
considered as a typical PV module for this purpose of use. In this thesis, the operation of 
typical PV modules used in grid-connected PV generators has been the basis of the 
simulations. The results of the simulations could slightly change if different PV mod-
ules were used. However, the basic behaviour would not change because it is same for 
all Si PV modules. The parameters of the NAPS NP190GKg PV module given by the 
manufacturer are presented in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1. The parameters of the NAPS NP190GKg photovoltaic module in STC [34]. 
Parameter Value 
ISC, STC  
UOC, STC  
PMPP, STC  
IMPP, STC  
UMPP, STC  
Ns 
8.02 A 
33.1 V 
190 W 
7.33 A  
25.9 V 
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 The parameters for the NAPS NP190GKg photovoltaic module used in the 
simulations are compiled in Table 5.2. The values of the series and the shunt resistances 
of the NAPS NP190GKg PV module are determined by using the aforepresented 
method. The diode’s ideality factor is selected to be 1.30, which is a typical value for Si 
PV cells [22, p. 45]. The values of the temperature coefficients KI and KU are obtained 
by using the information about the effect of temperature on Si PV cells presented in 
Chapter 3.4.1. The temperature-rise coefficient is estimated from measured values of 
temperature and irradiance by using Equation (3.17).  
 
 

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Table 5.2. The parameters for the NAPS NP190GKg photovoltaic module used in the 
simulations. 
Parameter Value 
Rs  
Rsh 
A 
KI  
KU  
KT  
0.3294 :
187.8790 : 
1.30 
0.0047 A/K 
–0.1240 V/K 
0.0325 K/W/m2 
 
The parameters of bypass diodes used in the simulations are presented in Table 
5.3. The ideality factor, the series resistance and the saturation current of bypass diodes 
are determined by means of curve fitting to the I-U curves of a Schottky diode [9, 
p. 175]. The temperature of bypass diodes is assumed to be constant and is chosen to be 
the same as the ambient temperature.  
 
Table 5.3. The parameters for bypass diodes used in the simulations. 
Parameter Value 
Abypass 
Rs, bypass  
Io, bypass   
1.50 
0.02 :
3.20 PA 
 
A simulation model is always a simplification of the reality. Similarly, the 
model of a photovoltaic generator presented earlier in this chapter is a simplification of 
real PV generators. The model includes many simplifications, for example, the simple 
one diode model of a PV cell is used, parasitic resistances are assumed to be constant 
and losses in cables are not taken into account. In addition, temperature and irradiance 
are not constants in the whole area of a PV module and all PV modules in a PV genera-
tor are not exactly identical in reality. 
The results of the simulation model are compared to the measured data of a 
NAPS NP190GKg PV module in different operating conditions. The temperature of the 
module was inferred from the measured backplate temperature, the ambient temperature 
and the irradiance of the module. The backplate and ambient temperatures were meas-
ured by using a National Instruments Pt-100 temperature sensor and a Vaisala HMP155 
humidity and temperature probe, respectively. The irradiance of the module was meas-
ured by using Kipp & Zonen SP Lite2 pyranometer, attached to the frame of the module 
at the same tilt angle as the module. The simulated and measured I-U and P-U curves of 
the NAPS NP190GKg PV module in three different operating conditions are presented 
in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, respectively.  
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Figure 5.9. The simulated and measured I-U curves of the NAPS NP190GKg photo-
voltaic module under three different operating conditions. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. The simulated and measured P-U curves of the NAPS NP190GKg photo-
voltaic module under three different operating conditions. 
 
 As can be seen from Figures 5.9 and 5.10, the accuracy of the simulation model 
is substantially great. By comparing the accuracy of the model in different conditions, it 
can be seen that the accuracy of the model is especially high under high irradiance con-
ditions and decreases little as irradiance decreases. This difference between the simu-
lated and measured curves is the largest around the MPPs. However, the largest differ-
ence is beneath four per cent. In conclusion, it can be said that the simulation model is 
accurate enough to the purposes of this thesis. 
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6 PARTIAL SHADING AND MISMATCH 
LOSSES 
Although a system would be in its global maximum power point, not all modules are 
necessarily operating in their own maximum power points. The mismatch losses of the 
system are the difference between the sum of the maximum power outputs of individual 
modules and the output of the system. Mismatch losses can occur for many reasons such 
as partial shading, manufacturing tolerances and unequal irradiance or temperature. In 
practice, some mismatch losses occur always. Thus, the effective power of a PV genera-
tor is always lower than the rated power of the generator. [22, p. 72; 5, p. 160.] 
Partial shading is the most significant reason for mismatch losses and it can lead 
to the radical decrease of an energy yield. Partial shading can be due to, inter alia, pass-
ing clouds, surrounding buildings or trees, soiling or dirt accumulation on module 
frames. If an individual PV module is partially shaded, the power generated in that PV 
module and the relevant string decreases considerably. Mismatch losses also occur, al-
though a lesser amount, if module characteristics are mismatched. The mismatch of 
module characteristics can be due to unavoidable manufacturing tolerance discrepancies 
like unequal PMPP, UMPP and IMPP. Mismatch losses also occur in a situation with un-
shaded modules with identical characteristics if a string does not exhibit exactly the 
same irradiance as the result of factors such as unequal diffuse radiation conditions or 
orientation differences. Such mismatch losses can be minimized by wiring in series 
modules with as similar diffuse radiation conditions as possible, for example modules at 
the lower or upper edge of a PV generator. [5, pp. 160, 166, 203.] 
6.1 Mismatch losses in a series connection 
In a series connection of PV modules, shading of only a small part of modules can cause 
a drastic power loss. The current of a PV cell is strongly dependent of illumination. 
Thus, even a relatively small difference in the irradiance levels of series-connected PV 
modules can lead to a situation where the current of the series connection exceeds the 
short-circuit currents of part of the cells. Mismatch losses in a series connection, caused 
by partial shading, will now be discussed with scenarios where one module of a string is 
shaded and the others are unshaded. Simulations have been done by using the model of 
a PV generator and parameters for the NAPS NP190GKg PV module presented in 
Chapter 5. The irradiance of the shaded module is 300 W/m2 and the irradiance of the 
unshaded modules is 800 W/m2. The ambient temperature of all modules is 25 °C. It is 
assumed that the system is operating in its global MPP.  
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 In the first case, one module of a string of three modules is shaded and the others 
are unshaded. Figure 6.1 shows the I-U curve of the string. For the sake of comparison, 
Figure 6.1 also shows the I-U curves of strings with three and two unshaded modules 
and the I-U curve of an individual shaded module. Figure 6.2 shows the P-U curves in 
this case. 
 
Figure 6.1. The I-U curves of the string of three unshaded modules, the string of two 
unshaded modules, the string of two unshaded and one shaded modules and the I-U 
curve of one shaded module. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
 
Figure 6.2. The P-U curves of the string of three unshaded modules, the string of two 
unshaded modules, the string of two unshaded and one shaded modules and the P-U 
curve of one shaded module. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
  
As can be seen from Figure 6.2, there are two MPPs when one module of a 
string of three modules is shaded. The global MPP is at 44 V and the local one is at 
77 V. In the case of a string whose modules are exposed to two different levels of ir-
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radiance, there are either one or two MPPs. There is only one MPP when the irradiance 
levels differ only slightly. In that case, the local MPP disappears being only a step on 
the P-U curve. 
The power at the global MPP of the partially shaded string is about 255 W that 
is only about 64.0 % of the value of the unshaded string of three modules, which is 
about 398 W. In this case, the theoretical maximum power that could be extracted is 
about 316 W. Thus, the mismatch losses are about 61.6 W or 19.5 % of the theoretical 
maximum power output. 
The voltage drop induced by bypass diodes can be seen from Figures 6.1 and 
6.2. When the current of the string with a shaded module is greater than the short-circuit 
current of the shaded module, bypass diodes connected in antiparallel with the shaded 
module are conducting. In this region, the voltage of the string is the sum of the voltage 
of the unshaded modules and the threshold voltage of the conducting bypass diodes and 
the power of the string is somewhat less than the power of two unshaded modules. 
When the current of the string is smaller than the short-circuit current of the shaded 
module, bypass diodes connected in antiparallel with the shaded module are not con-
ducting. In this region, the voltage of the string is the sum of the voltages of the un-
shaded and shaded modules. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3, which shows the P-I 
curves in this case. 
 
Figure 6.3. The P-I curves of the string of three unshaded modules, the string of two 
unshaded modules, the string of two unshaded and one shaded modules and the P-I 
curve of one shaded module. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
In the second case, one module of a string of 12 modules is shaded and the oth-
ers are unshaded. Figure 6.4 shows the I-U and Figure 6.5 the P-U curves in this case. 
As can be seen from Figure 6.5, there are two MPPs in this case, the global one at 248 V 
and the local one at 323 V. 
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Figure 6.4. The I-U curves of the string of 12 unshaded modules, the string of 11 un-
shaded modules, the string of 11 unshaded and one shaded modules and the I-U curve 
of one shaded module. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
 
Figure 6.5. The P-U curves of the string of 12 unshaded modules, the string of 11 un-
shaded modules, the string of 11 unshaded and one shaded modules and the P-U curve 
of one shaded module. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
  
In this case, the maximum power of the partially shaded string is about 1449 W. 
It amounts to about 91.0 % of the value of the unshaded string of 12 modules, which is 
about 1592 W. In this case, the theoretical maximum power that could be extracted is 
about 1510 W. Thus, the mismatch losses are about 61.6 W or 4.08 % of the theoretical 
maximum power output. 
As the above-presented scenarios showed, if a series-connected PV system is 
partially shaded, there will be mismatch losses even though the system is operating in 
its global MPP. As can be seen from Figures 6.2 and 6.5, partial shading moves the 
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global MPP towards the short-circuit condition in the above-presented scenarios where 
one module of a string is shaded. 
In the above-presented scenario where one module of a string is shaded and the 
rest are unshaded, the mismatch losses of the string are the sum of the maximum power 
of the shaded module and losses in the bypass diodes of that module. As the length of 
the string increases, only the part of the mismatch losses that is due to the losses in the 
bypass diodes increases. Thus, the mismatch losses of the string increase slowly with 
the increasing length of the string. This can be seen from Figure 6.6 where the mismatch 
losses of a string when one module of the string is shaded are presented as a function of 
the length of the string. The length of the string is increased from two to twelve mod-
ules. The mismatch losses of the string are, naturally, zero when the length of the string 
is one module.  
 
Figure 6.6. The mismatch losses of a string as a function of the length of the string 
when one module of the string is shaded and the others are unshaded. The ambient tem-
perature is 25 °C. 
 
The effects of the proportion of the irradiance of one module to the irradiance of 
the other module on the power difference of the local and global MPP and on mismatch 
losses in the case of two series-connected PV modules are discussed in the following. In 
this discussion, the temperature of modules is assumed to have a constant value of 
57.5 °C, which is the estimated temperature of NAPS NP190GKg PV module at irradi-
ance of 1000 W/m2 and ambient temperature of 25 °C. Those effects are discussed by 
changing the value of the irradiance of module A while the value of the irradiance of 
module B is constant and calculating mismatch losses in every point. The relative mis-
match losses of the series connection as a function of the irradiance of module A with 
three different values of the irradiance of module B are presented in Figure 6.7. The 
value of the irradiance of module A is presented proportional to the irradiance of mod-
ule B. The values 1000 W/m2, 750 W/m2 and 500 W/m2 for the irradiance of module B 
are used. 
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Figure 6.7. The mismatch losses of the series connection of two PV modules as a func-
tion of the irradiance of one module with respect to the irradiance of the other module 
which is kept constant. The constant irradiance has values 1000 W/m2, 750 W/m2 and 
500 W/m2. The temperature of modules is 57.5 °C. 
 
Naturally, there are no mismatch losses when the irradiances of both modules 
are equal. The mismatch losses increase as the irradiance of module A decreases or in-
creases from the irradiance of module B. The relative mismatch losses have a maximum 
when the powers of both maximum power points are equal. As can be seen from Figure 
6.7, there are two maximum points of relative mismatch losses, one at about 40 % and 
the other at 250–300 %. The relative mismatch losses at these points increase slightly as 
the irradiance of module B increases. 
When the irradiance of module B is 750 W/m2, the powers of both the MPPs are 
equal when the irradiance of module A is about 42 or 267 % of the irradiance of module 
B. When the irradiance of module A decreases below 42 % or increases above 267 % of 
the irradiance of module B, the relative mismatch losses decrease. When the irradiance 
of module A is between 42 and 267 % of the irradiance of module B, both the modules 
are operating with current lower than the short-circuit current of either of them. In this 
range, the mismatch losses are due to the fact that the modules are not operating in their 
MPPs. The most of the mismatch losses are due to the module which is exposed to the 
higher irradiance because it is operating further from its MPP than the module which is 
exposed to the lower irradiance. When the irradiance of module A is lower than 42 % or 
greater than 267 % of the irradiance of module B, the current of the series connection is 
higher than the short-circuit current of the module exposed to the lower irradiance. 
Thus, the module exposed to the lower irradiance is bypassed. In this range, the mis-
match losses are the sum of the maximum power of the module exposed to the lower 
irradiance and losses in the bypass diodes of that module. 
It is good to notice that the mismatch losses do not go to zero when the irradi-
ance of the module A goes to zero. There are mismatch losses in that situation due to 
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losses in the bypass diodes of module A. These mismatch losses are about 9.66 % when 
the irradiance of module B is 1000 W/m2, about 9.04 % when the irradiance of module 
B is 750 W/m2 and about 8.43 % when the irradiance of module B is 500 W/m2.  
As can be seen from Figure 6.7, when the irradiance of module A is lower than 
42 % or greater than 267 % of the irradiance of module B, the relative mismatch losses 
decrease as the irradiance of module B decreases. When the irradiance of module A is 
between 42 and 267 % of the irradiance of module B, the relative mismatch losses in-
crease as the irradiance of module B decreases. The irradiance of module A with respect 
to the irradiance of module B in the lower maximum point of relative mismatch losses 
decreases slightly as the irradiance of module B increases. As for the irradiance of mod-
ule A with respect to the irradiance of module B in the higher maximum point of rela-
tive mismatch losses, it increases substantially as the irradiance of module B increases. 
The relative power difference of the MPPs of the series connection as a function 
of the irradiance of module A is presented in Figure 6.8. Naturally, the relative power 
difference of the MPPs approaches infinity when the irradiance of module A approaches 
zero. When the irradiance of module A increases from zero, the relative power differ-
ence of the MPPs decreases and finally goes to zero when the powers of both the MPPs 
are equal at about 40 %. As can be seen from Figure 6.8, when the irradiance of module 
A increases further the power difference of the MPPs starts to increase.  
 
Figure 6.8. The relative power difference of the MPPs of the series connection of two 
modules as a function of the irradiance of one module with respect to the irradiance of 
the other module which is kept constant. The constant irradiance has values 1000 W/m2, 
750 W/m2 and 500 W/m2. The temperature of modules is 57.5 °C. 
 
When the irradiances of modules are near each other, there is only one MPP. 
There is only one MPP when the irradiance of module A is 87–115 % of the irradiance 
of module B when the irradiance of module B is 750 or 1000 W/m2. When the irradi-
ance of module B is 500 W/m2, there is only one MPP when the irradiance of module A 
is 86–116 % of the irradiance of module B. When the irradiance of module A is higher 
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than the irradiance of module B, the relative power difference of the MPPs decreases as 
the irradiance of module A increases until the powers of both the MPPs are equal at 
250–300 %. When the irradiance of module A increases further the power difference of 
the MPPs starts to increase. As can be seen from Figure 6.8, when the irradiance of 
module A is between 42 and 267 % of the irradiance of module B, the relative power 
difference of the MPPs increases as the irradiance of module B increases. When the 
irradiance of module A is lower than 42 % or greater than 267 % of the irradiance of 
module B, the relative power difference of the MPPs decreases as the irradiance of 
module B increases.  
The relative mismatch losses and the relative power difference of the MPPs are 
presented as a function of the irradiance of module A in Figure 6.9 when the irradiance 
of module B is 750 W/m2. As can be seen from Figure 6.9 there is dependence between 
the mismatch losses and the power difference of the MPPs. The relative mismatch 
losses increase as the relative power difference of the MPPs decreases and decrease as 
the relative power difference of the MPPs increases. Thus, mismatch losses induced by 
partial shading have a maximum when the powers of both the maximum power points 
are equal. 
 
Figure 6.9. The relative mismatch losses and the power difference of the MPPs of the 
series connection of two PV modules as a function of the irradiance of one module 
while the irradiance of the other module is constant. The constant irradiance is 
750 W/m2 and the temperature of modules is 57.5 °C. 
6.2 Mismatch losses in a parallel connection 
Partial shading does not have as drastic effect in the parallel connection of PV modules 
as in a series connection. The MPP voltage of a PV module is largely independent of 
illumination, thus even at different irradiance levels, the MPPs of modules connected in 
parallel occur at a nearly common voltage. In other words, a small deviation from the 
MPP voltage causes only a small reduction to the power produced by a parallel-
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connected PV system. Mismatch losses in a parallel connection, caused by partial shad-
ing, will now be discussed with scenarios where one module of a parallel connection is 
shaded and the others are unshaded as was done with the case of a series connection. 
The irradiance of the shaded module is 300 W/m2 and the irradiance of the unshaded 
modules is 800 W/m2. The ambient temperature of all modules is 25 °C and it is as-
sumed that the system is operating in its global MPP.  
In the first case, one module of a parallel connection of three modules is shaded 
and the others are unshaded. Figure 6.10 shows the I-U curves of the parallel connection 
of three unshaded modules, the parallel connection of two unshaded modules, and the 
parallel connection of two unshaded and one shaded modules and the I-U curve of an 
individual shaded module. The P-U curves are shown in Figure 6.11. In this case, PMPP 
of the partially shaded parallel connection is about 315.69 W that is over 60 W more 
than in the above-presented case of the partially shaded series connection of three mod-
ules. It is about 79.3 % of the value of the unshaded parallel connection of three mod-
ules, which is about 398 W. In this case, the mismatch losses are only about 0.682 W or 
0.216 % of the theoretical maximum power output, which is about 316.37 W. 
 
Figure 6.10. The I-U curves of the parallel connection of three unshaded modules, the 
parallel connection of two unshaded modules, and the parallel connection of two un-
shaded and one shaded modules and the I-U curve of one shaded module. The ambient 
temperature is 25 °C. 
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Figure 6.11. The P-U curves of the parallel connection of three unshaded modules, the 
parallel connection of two unshaded modules, the parallel connection of two unshaded 
and one shaded modules and the P-U curve of one shaded module. The ambient tem-
perature is 25 °C. 
 
In the second case, one module of a parallel connection of 12 modules is shaded 
and the others are unshaded. Figure 6.12 shows the I-U curves and Figure 6.13 the P-U 
curves of the parallel connections in this case. In this case, PMPP of the partially shaded 
parallel connection is about 1509.7 W. It amounts to about 95 % of the value of the un-
shaded parallel connection, which is about 1592 W. In this case, the mismatch losses are 
only about 0.755 W or 0.050 % of the theoretical maximum power output, which is 
about 1510.4 W. 
 
Figure 6.12. The I-U curves of the parallel connection of 12 unshaded modules, the 
parallel connection of 11 unshaded modules, the parallel connection of 11 unshaded 
and one shaded modules and the I-U curve of one shaded module. The ambient tem-
perature is 25 °C. 
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Figure 6.13. The P-U curves of the parallel connection of 12 unshaded modules, the 
parallel connection of 11 unshaded modules, the parallel connection of 11 unshaded 
and one shaded modules and the P-U curve of one shaded module. The ambient tem-
perature is 25 °C. 
 
In a parallel connection of PV modules, a voltage is the same for all the mod-
ules. Thus, in the case of a partially shaded parallel connection of PV modules, the 
mismatch losses are due to the fact that modules are not operating in their MPPs. As can 
be seen from Figures 6.11 and 6.13, UMPP of a shaded module is slightly greater than 
UMPP of an unshaded module. Thus, partial shading moves the MPP of a parallel con-
nection towards the open-circuit condition. However, the movement of the MPP is very 
low compared to a series connection. In Figures 6.11 and 6.13, UMPP of unshaded mod-
ules and unshaded parallel connections is about 22.67 V and UMPP of a shaded module is 
about 23.94 V. When one module of a parallel connection of three modules is shaded 
and the others are unshaded, UMPP of the parallel connection is about 22.835 V. When 
one module of a parallel connection of 12 modules is shaded and the others are un-
shaded, UMPP of the parallel connection is about 22.703 V. Hence, the UMPP of a par-
tially shaded parallel connection decreases slightly as the length of the parallel connec-
tion increases. 
The mismatch losses of a parallel connection when one module of the parallel 
connection is shaded and the others are unshaded are presented as a function of the 
length of the parallel connection in Figure 6.14. The length of the parallel connection is 
increased from two to twelve modules. As can be seen from Figure 6.14, the mismatch 
losses of the parallel connection increase slowly with the increasing length of the paral-
lel connection. 
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Figure 6.14. The mismatch losses of a parallel connection as a function of the length of 
the parallel connection when one module of the parallel connection is shaded and the 
others are unshaded. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
As the above-presented scenarios demonstrated, the behaviour of a parallel con-
nection of PV modules under partially shaded conditions is incomparable compared to a 
series connection. That can be seen clearly by comparing Figures 6.6 and 6.14. The 
mismatch losses of the partially shaded parallel connection are about 98.9 % smaller 
than the mismatch losses of the partially shaded series connection in the case of three 
modules and about 98.8 % smaller in the case of 12 modules when one module is 
shaded and the others are unshaded. 
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7 OPERATION OF PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERA-
TORS UNDER PARTIAL SHADING CONDITIONS 
Partial shading can have significant effects on the operation of photovoltaic generators, 
as illustrated in Chapter 6. There is mainly four ways to reduce these effects: different 
PV array topologies, grid connection configurations, MPPT techniques and converter 
topologies. The two first mentioned ways are studied in this thesis. The term configura-
tion of a PV generator is used to mean the ensemble of a PV array topology and a grid 
connection configuration. The shadow sensitivity of three different PV generator con-
figurations is studied by simulations using the model of a PV generator and parameters 
for the NAPS NP190GKg PV module presented in Chapter 5. A shading model is used 
to produce changing shading conditions. The aim of the simulations is to study how the 
configuration of a PV generator, the movement direction of a shadow and the sharpness 
of the shadow affect mismatch losses. 
7.1 Configurations of the studied photovoltaic generators 
The operation of photovoltaic generators under partial shading conditions have been 
studied with three different configurations of a PV generator. The studied configurations 
are the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and multi-string configurations, which are pre-
sented in Figure 7.1. 
 
Figure 7.1. The configurations of the studied photovoltaic generators: series-parallel, 
total-cross-tied and multi-string. 
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The series-parallel configuration is composed of a series-parallel-connected PV 
array, which is connected to the utility grid by one centralized inverter. It is the most 
common configuration, and in this study, it is considered as the reference configuration. 
In this study, the series-parallel configuration is compared to two alternative configura-
tions whose aim is to reduce the shadow sensitivity of a PV generator. One way to re-
duce the shadow sensitivity of the series-parallel configuration is to add connections 
between the strings. That is done in the total-cross-tied configuration where a total-
cross-tied connected PV array is connected to the utility grid by one centralized inverter. 
The other way to reduce the shadow sensitivity of the series-parallel configuration, stud-
ied in this thesis, is to control every string individually. That is done in the multi-string 
configuration where every string is connected to a separate DC-DC converter and those 
are connected to the utility grid by one centralized inverter. All these configurations are 
connected to the utility grid by one centralized inverter, thus the comparison of them is 
reasonable. The arrays of all the studied configurations have the shape of a square, 
whereupon the effect of the shape of an array is eliminated. The square shape of arrays 
means that, for example, in the case of the SP configuration every string is composed of 
the same number of modules as there are parallel-connected strings. It is assumed that 
there is no space between modules. It is good to notice that a PV array is not physically 
square-shaped, because NAPS NP190GKg PV modules are not square-shaped. The 
length of the NAPS NP190GKg PV module is 1.475 m and the width is 0.986 m [34]. 
In the simulations, the length of array sides is varied from 1 module up to 60 modules. It 
is assumed that the system is operating in its global MPP. Thus, MPPT techniques are 
not taken into account. 
7.2 Shading model used in simulations 
The shading model used in the simulations models shadings caused by clouds. Shadings 
caused by clouds differ in inter alia duration and area from shadings caused by physical 
obstacles. The shading model simulates shadows with different sharpnesses and move-
ment directions. The effect of shadow sharpness is modelled by varying the width of the 
transition region of the shadow. The transition region is that region on the edge of a 
shadow where the opacity of the shadow increases from zero to the maximum.  
When the edge of a shadow moves over some place, which is not shaded at the 
beginning, the irradiance of that point begins to decrease. Based on measurements, the 
transition of the irradiance can be approximated by exponential behaviour. The rate of 
decrease of the irradiance first increases, then achieves a constant rate, and finally falls 
gradually to zero when the irradiance levels off at some nonzero fully shaded value. 
Thus, when the edge of a shadow has moved across the place and the place is shaded, 
the irradiance is not zero. In this study, the irradiance of fully shaded modules is chosen 
to be 10.0 % of the irradiance of unshaded modules. Based on measurements, this value 
is normally 5–20 %. The irradiance of fully shaded modules and the duration of the ir-
radiance transition depend on many factors such as the type and the altitude of a cloud. 
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In this study, the transition of the irradiance is assumed to be linear. It is quite an accu-
rate approximation compared to the exponential behaviour as can be seen from Figure 
7.2 where both of them are presented as a function of time. 
 
Figure 7.2. The exponential behaviour and the linear approximation of the relative ir-
radiance in a measuring point as a function of time when the edge of a shadow moves 
across the point. 
 
 In the simulations, three different widths of the transition region have been used. 
The transition region has been composed by picking values of relative irradiance from 
the linear approximation curve presented in Figure 7.2 at uniform time intervals and 
using corresponding irradiance values to simulate the irradiance transition on the edge 
of a shadow. The width of the transition step is one PV module. The width of the transi-
tion region is changed by chancing the number of transition steps. The smaller is the 
number of transition steps the sharper is the shadow. The used widths of the transition 
region are four, six and eight transition steps. In the case of four transition steps, the 
irradiances during the transition are 77.5, 55.0 and 32.5 % of the irradiance of unshaded 
modules. In addition to them, the irradiance of fully shaded modules is aforementioned 
10.0 % and the irradiance of unshaded modules is naturally 100 %. In the case of six 
transition steps, the transition irradiances are 85.0, 70.0, 55.0, 40.0 and 25.0 % of the 
irradiance of unshaded modules. Finally, in the case of eight transition steps, the transi-
tion irradiances are 88.75, 77.5, 66.25, 55.0, 43.75, 32.5 and 21.25 % of the irradiance 
of unshaded modules.  
The shading model includes three movement directions of shadows: perpendicu-
lar to the strings of a PV generator array, parallel to the strings of the array and diagonal 
to the array. The movement directions of shadows are illustrated in Figure 7.3.  
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Figure 7.3. The movement directions of shadows. 
 
Following simplifications of shadows have been used in the simulations. Shad-
ows are assumed to be so large that only one edge of a shadow is moving across the 
generator. The edges of shadows are assumed to be straight and perpendicular to the 
movement directions of the shadows. In addition, the speed of a shadow is assumed to 
have a constant value of 1 m/s, which is a reasonable estimate based on measurements.  
The movement of shadows is illustrated in Figure 7.4 wherein a shadow is mov-
ing perpendicular to the strings of a PV generator array. In Figure 7.4, the number of 
transition steps on the edge of the shadow is four.  
 
Figure 7.4. A shadow moving perpendicular to the strings of a PV generator array. 
Percentages mean the irradiance of that string in proportion to the irradiance of un-
shaded modules. The arrows point the movement direction of the shadow. The number 
of transition steps is four. 
 
In the shading model, shadows move step by step. During one step the edge of a 
shadow moves to the next band of modules. Simulation periods start just before the 
edge of a shadow moves over first modules and ends when the edge of the shadow has 
moved across the PV generator. The movement of shadows will now be explained by an 
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example where a shadow is moving perpendicular to the strings of a PV generator array 
and the number of transition steps on the edge of the shadow is four. After the first step, 
the edge of the shadow has moved over first modules of the array and the first band of 
modules is exposed to the relative irradiance of 77.5 %. This situation is illustrated on 
the left in Figure 7.4. After the second step, the second band of modules is exposed to 
the relative irradiance of 77.5 % and the first band of modules is exposed to the relative 
irradiance of 55 %. After the third step, the third band of modules is exposed to the rela-
tive irradiance of 77.5 %, the second band of modules is exposed to the relative irradi-
ance of 55 %, and the first band of modules is exposed to the relative irradiance of 
32.5 %, and so on. The situation after the fourth step is illustrated on the right in Figure 
7.4. 
The temperature of PV modules is assumed to be constant, despite changing 
shading conditions. It is calculated from the values of ambient temperature and the ir-
radiance of unshaded modules by using Equation 3.16. In reality, the temperature of a 
PV module starts to decrease when the module becomes shaded. Because simulated 
transition times are quite short in this study, changes in the temperature of modules re-
main small having only an almost negligible effect on the produced energies and mis-
match losses of a PV generator. Thus, the temperature of modules can be assumed to be 
constant in this study. The ambient temperature and the irradiance of unshaded modules 
are chosen to be 25 °C and 1000 W/m2, respectively. 
7.3 Effects of the configurations of PV generators on 
mismatch losses 
The studied effects of the PV generator configurations on mismatch losses and reasons 
for discovered phenomena are presented for all three movement directions of shadows. 
For the most part, mismatch losses are presented relative to the theoretical maximum 
power output. Relative values are used because effects of different configurations, 
movement directions of shadows and so forth on mismatch losses are easier to compare 
to each other by using relative than absolute values. In addition, relative values describe 
well how large mismatch losses can generally occur. 
7.3.1 Shadow moving perpendicular to strings 
When a shadow moves perpendicular to the strings of a PV generator array, every string 
of the array is in uniform irradiance conditions. Hence, no mismatch losses occur in the 
strings. Because every string is controlled individually in a multi-string configuration, 
no mismatch losses occur in that configuration. However, mismatch losses occur in se-
ries-parallel and total-cross-tied configurations. Because no mismatch losses result from 
series connections either in the SP or in TCT configuration, the mismatch losses result 
from parallel connections. In the SP configuration, series-connected strings are con-
nected in parallel, and in the TCT configuration, parallel connections are connected in 
series. Because irradiance conditions of every string are uniform, the mismatch losses 
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from parallel connection of strings in the case of the SP configuration are equal to the 
sum of the mismatch losses in individual parallel connections of the TCT configuration. 
In other words, because irradiance conditions of every string are uniform, no current 
flows through the cross-connections of TCT configuration. Thus, the mismatch losses of 
the SP configuration are equal to the mismatch losses of the TCT configuration.  
The relative mismatch losses of the SP and TCT configurations with three dif-
ferent numbers of transition steps are presented as a function of the length of array sides 
in Figure 7.5. The relative mismatch losses of the SP and TCT configurations increase 
as the length of array sides increases, and decrease as the number of transition steps 
increases or as the sharpness of the shadow decreases. The causes of these phenomena 
are discussed in the following by an example where the number of transition steps is 
four and the size of a generator array is 10 times 10 modules. In the case of the SP con-
figuration, every string is in uniform irradiance conditions and UMPP of strings increases 
as irradiance increases. The mismatch losses are the result of the fact that strings are not 
operating in their own MPPs during partial shading because UMPP of the generator is 
always somewhere between the MPP voltages of the string which are exposed to the 
lowest level of irradiance and the string which are exposed to the highest level of irradi-
ance. The number of transition steps is four, hence there is five different irradiance lev-
els. The P-U curves of strings exposed to these five irradiance levels are presented in 
Figure 7.6.  
 
Figure 7.5. The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel and total-cross-tied con-
figurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving perpen-
dicular to the strings of the PV generator array. 
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Figure 7.6. The P-U curves of strings exposed to different irradiance levels. The length 
of the strings is 10 modules. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 7.6, the MPP voltages of strings under all irradiance 
conditions except 10 % relative irradiance are quite close to each other. The MPP volt-
ages of strings exposed to different irradiance levels are compiled in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.1. The maximum power point voltages of strings exposed to different irradiance 
levels. The length of the strings is 10 modules. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
Irradiance level (%)  UMPP (V) 
10.0 
32.5 
55.0 
77.5 
100.0   
190.2 
210.9 
216.6 
218.6 
218.9 
 
As can be seen from Table 7.1, UMPP of a string with 10 % relative irradiance 
differs over 20 V from the nearest UMPP while all the other MPP voltages are within 
8 V. The reason for this is that the MPP voltage is strongly irradiance dependent at the 
small values of the irradiance likewise is the open-circuit voltage as presented in Figure 
3.21. Thus, the largest individual mismatch losses take place in strings with 10 % rela-
tive irradiance because those strings are operated furthest from their MPP voltages. The 
mismatch losses in strings of PV modules exposed to different irradiance levels in SP 
and TCT configurations are presented as a function of the length of array sides in Figure 
7.7. 
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Figure 7.7. The mismatch losses in strings of PV modules exposed to different irradi-
ance levels in SP and TCT configurations as a function of the length of array sides. A 
shadow with four transition steps is moving perpendicular to the strings of the PV gen-
erator array. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 7.7, more than a half of the mismatch losses are de-
veloped in strings with 10 % relative irradiance and this portion increases as the size of 
the PV array increases. Similarly, the portion of the mismatch losses developed in 
strings with 100 % relative irradiance increases as the size of the PV array increases. It 
is the second highest portion when the length of array sides is nine modules or more. 
As the length of array sides increases, while the number of transition steps re-
mains constant, the relative amount of strings that are outside the transition region in-
creases. Hence, the relative amount of strings that are exposed to the maximum or 
minimum level of irradiance increases as the length of array sides increases. Thus, the 
relative mismatch losses increase as the length of array sides increases. The larger is the 
PV array, the smaller is the relative increase of the amount of strings that are outside the 
transition region as the length of array sides increases. Thus, the increase of the relative 
mismatch losses with the increasing length of array sides slows down as the length of 
array sides increases. 
As the number of transition steps increases the relative amount of strings that are 
outside the transition region decreases. Thus, the relative mismatch losses decrease as 
the number of transition steps increases. However, as can be seen from Figure 7.5, the 
decrease of the relative mismatch losses as the number of transition steps increases is 
not linear. The wider is the transition region, the smaller is the relative decrease of the 
amount of strings that are outside the transition region as the number of transition steps 
increases. Thus, the decrease of the relative mismatch losses with the increasing number 
of transition steps slows down as the number of transition steps increases.  
The absolute mismatch power losses of the SP and TCT configurations with 
three different numbers of transition steps are presented as a function of the length of 
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array sides in Figure 7.8. The absolute mismatch power losses of the SP and TCT con-
figurations increase as the size of the array increases, and decrease as the number of 
transition steps increases or as the sharpness of the shadow decreases. 
 
Figure 7.8. The absolute mismatch power losses of the series-parallel and total-cross-
tied configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving 
perpendicular to the strings of the PV generator array. 
 
 It is good to notice that the mismatch losses are very small when a shadow is 
moving perpendicular to the strings of the PV generator array. In the case of four transi-
tion steps, the absolute mismatch power losses are only little over 0.9 kW when the 
length of array sides is 40 modules. When the length of array sides is 40 modules, the 
generator is composed of 1600 modules and its maximum power is over 300 kW. 
7.3.2 Shadow moving parallel to strings 
When a shadow moves parallel to the strings of a PV generator array, every string of the 
array is in identical irradiance conditions with each other. Thus, every string has a 
common MPP voltage. Because of this, no reduction of mismatch losses is achieved by 
controlling every string individually. Thus, the mismatch losses of the MS configuration 
are equal to the mismatch losses of the SP configuration. Because every string is in 
identical irradiance conditions with each other, no current flows through the cross-
connections of the TCT configuration and also the mismatch losses of the TCT configu-
ration are equal to the ones of the SP configuration. Hence, every configuration of a PV 
generator has equal mismatch losses when a shadow is moving parallel to the strings of 
the PV generator array.  
The relative mismatch losses of all three configurations with three different 
numbers of transition steps are presented as a function of the length of array sides in 
Figure 7.9. The relative mismatch losses of all the configurations increase rapidly at 
first and then turn down as the size of the array increases. At small array sizes, the mis-
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match losses decrease with the increasing number of transition steps or with the de-
creasing sharpness of the shadow. On the contrary, at large array sizes, the mismatch 
losses increase with the increasing number of transition steps. The maximum point of 
the relative mismatch losses is around the length of array sides which is twice the num-
ber of transition steps, i.e., the maximum point goes to the higher lengths of array sides 
with the increasing number of transition steps. The causes of these phenomena are dis-
cussed in the following. 
 
Figure 7.9. The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and 
multi-string configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow is 
moving parallel to the strings of the PV generator array. 
 
Because every string is in identical irradiance conditions with each other, no 
mismatch losses result from parallel connections either in the SP or in TCT configura-
tion. All the mismatch losses result from series connections in strings. Thus, the causes 
of the mismatch losses of all the configurations can be explained by studying the mis-
match losses of a single string.  
When a shadow moves parallel to the strings of a PV generator array, a simula-
tion period can be divided into three parts: the part when the edge of the shadow moves 
over the generator array, the part when the edge of the shadow moves from top of the 
array and the period between these two parts. Before the first part of the simulation pe-
riod, all the modules of the array are exposed to the maximum irradiance. During the 
first part, the edge of a shadow moves over the array. When the edge of the shadow has 
moved over the array, one module of every string is fully shaded. During the second 
part of the simulation period, the edge of a shadow moves to the opposite side of the 
array. Before the third part of the simulation period, all the modules of a single string 
except for one module are shaded. During the third part, the edge of the shadow moves 
from top of the array. After the third part, all the modules are fully shaded and exposed 
to the irradiance of 10 % of the maximum. The mismatch losses of PV generators are 
studied separately during the three parts of the simulation period. 
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The mismatch losses during the first and the third part of the simulation period 
are illustrated by exploring single shading situations of these parts. A single shading 
situation of the first part of the simulation period is compared to the corresponding 
situation of the third part. The length of the string is four modules and the number of 
transition steps is four. The situation of the first part contains two modules at the maxi-
mum irradiance 1000 W/m2, one module at 775 W/m2 and one module at 550 W/m2. 
The corresponding situation of the third part contains two modules at the minimum ir-
radiance 100 W/m2, one module at 325 W/m2 and one module at 550 W/m2. The P-I 
curves of the string in these situations are presented in Figure 7.10. The relative mis-
match losses of the string are 22.38 % in the situation of the first part of the simulation 
period and 36.39 % in the situation of the third part. The power at MPP is 412.0 W in 
the case of the first part and 102.2 W in the case of the third part. 
 
Figure 7.10. The P-I curves of the PV string in the single situation of the first part of 
the simulation period and in the corresponding situation of the third part of the simula-
tion period. The length of the string is four modules and the ambient temperature is 
25 °C. 
 
The total mismatch losses during the parts of the simulation period are the sum 
of the mismatch losses of all single shading situations during the parts of the simulation 
period. The number of single shading situations during the first and the third part of the 
simulation period is the number of different irradiance levels. For example, when the 
number of transition steps is four, there are five different irradiance levels and five sin-
gle shading situations during the first and the third part of the simulation period. When 
the length of the string is four modules and the number of transition steps is four, the 
relative total mismatch losses are 15.71 % during the first part of the simulation period 
and 31.69 % during the third part. The relative total mismatch losses during the first part 
of the simulation period are smaller than during the third part with all lengths of the 
string larger than one module. Naturally, the mismatch losses during both parts of the 
simulation period are zero if the length of the string is one module. The relative total 
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mismatch losses of the PV generator during the first and the third part of the simulation 
period are presented as a function of the length of array sides in Figure 7.11. In addition, 
the combined mismatch losses of both parts of the simulation period are presented. In 
Figure 7.11, the number of transition steps is four. 
 
Figure 7.11. The relative mismatch losses of the PV generator during the first and the 
third part of the simulation period as a function of the length of array sides when a 
shadow with four transition steps is moving parallel to the strings of the PV generator 
array. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 7.11, the relative mismatch losses during the first 
part of the simulation period are much smaller than during the third part. The relative 
combined mismatch losses of both parts of the simulation period are closer to the rela-
tive mismatch losses of the first part than the ones of the third part because the produced 
power during the first part is substantially higher than during the third part. At the small 
lengths of array sides, the irradiance conditions of single strings become more uneven as 
the length of array sides increases. Thus, the relative mismatch losses increase at first as 
the length of array sides increases. As the length of array sides increases further, the 
portion of a single string that is in a transition region decreases and the irradiance condi-
tions of the string become more even. Thus, the amount of the relative mismatch losses 
turns down at some point as the length of array sides increases. As can be seen from 
Figure 7.11, at the large lengths of array sides, the relative mismatch losses decrease as 
the length of array sides increases.  
When the number of transition steps increases, the point where the portion of a 
single string that is in a transition region starts to decrease moves towards the higher 
lengths of array sides. Thus, the point where the relative mismatch losses turn down 
moves towards the higher lengths of array sides as the number of transition steps in-
creases. When the number of transition steps increases, the differences between the ad-
jacent transition irradiances decrease. Thus, at the small lengths of array sides, the rela-
tive mismatch losses decrease as the number of transition steps increases. At the large 
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lengths of array sides, the portion of a single string that is under transition increases as 
the number of transition steps increases. Thus, at the large lengths of array sides, the 
relative mismatch losses increase as the number of transition steps increases. 
Mismatch losses during the second part of the simulation period are illustrated 
by an example where a string is shaded by a static shadow with four transition steps. 
The centre of the edge of the shadow is in the middle of the string. The relative mis-
match losses of the string are presented as a function of the length of the string in Figure 
7.12. 
 
Figure 7.12. The relative mismatch losses of the PV string as a function of the length of 
the string when the centre of the edge of a static shadow is in the middle of the string. 
The number of transition steps is four and the ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 7.12, the behaviour of the relative mismatch losses 
as the length of the string increases is similar than in the case of the first and the third 
part of the simulation period. At the small lengths of the string, irradiance conditions of 
the string become more uneven with the increasing length of the string. Thus, the rela-
tive mismatch losses increase at first as the length of the string increases. The portion of 
modules that are in a transition region decreases as the length of the string increases 
further. Thus, the amount of the relative mismatch losses turns down and decreases as 
the length of the string increases further.  
If half of the modules of a string are exposed to the maximum irradiance 
1000 W/m2 and the other half are exposed to the irradiance of 10 % from that, the rela-
tive mismatch losses of the string are about 15.94 %. The relative mismatch losses of a 
string, when the centre of the edge of a shadow is in the middle of the string, approach 
that value as the length of the string approaches infinity. This is illustrated in Figure 
7.13, where the relative mismatch losses of a string in both of these cases are presented 
as a function of the length of the string on the interval from nine to 1600 modules. 
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Figure 7.13. The relative mismatch losses of the PV string when the centre of the edge 
of a shadow with four transition steps is in the middle of the string (blue curve) and 
when half of the modules are exposed to the maximum irradiance 1000 W/m2 and the 
other half are exposed to the relative irradiance of 10 % (green dashed line) as a func-
tion of the length of the string. The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
The relative total mismatch losses of the PV generator during the second part of 
the simulation period are presented as a function of the length of array sides in Figure 
7.14. The number of transition steps is four and the length of array sides is increased 
from seven to thirty modules. When the number of transition steps is four, there is no 
period between the first and the third part of the simulation period at lengths of array 
sides less than seven. 
 
Figure 7.14. The relative mismatch losses of the PV generator during the second part of 
the simulation period as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow with four 
transition steps is moving parallel to the strings of the PV generator array. 
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The portion of the generator array in a transition region decreases as the length 
of array sides increases while the number of transition steps remains constant. Thus, the 
effect of the transition region on mismatch losses and the relative mismatch losses of a 
PV generator during the second part of the simulation period decrease as the length of 
array sides increases. The minimum length of array sides for which there is period be-
tween the first and the third part of the simulation period increases as the number of 
transition steps increases. Thus, the maximum of the relative mismatch losses during the 
second part of the simulation period moves towards the higher lengths of array sides as 
the number of transition steps increases. 
As can be noticed by comparing Figures 7.14 and 7.11, the relative mismatch 
losses during the second part of the simulation period are significantly higher than the 
ones during the first part of the simulation period or than the relative combined mis-
match losses of the first and the third part. However, the relative mismatch losses during 
the third part of the simulation period are higher than the ones during the second part. 
The relative mismatch losses during the parts of the simulation period and the whole 
simulation period are presented as a function of the length of array sides in Figure 7.15 
when the number of transition steps is four. 
 
Figure 7.15. The relative mismatch losses of the PV generator during the parts of the 
simulation period and the whole simulation period as a function of the length of array 
sides. A shadow with four transition steps is moving parallel to the strings of the PV 
generator array. 
 
At the small lengths of array sides, the first and the third part of the simulation 
period overlap partly and there is no period between them. The overlapping of the first 
and the third part of the simulation period means that the third part of the simulation 
period starts before the first part has ended. Because of the overlapping, at the small 
lengths of array sides, the total mismatch losses during the whole simulation period are 
not equal to the sum of the mismatch losses of the first and the third part of the simula-
tion period. When the number of transition steps is four, the combined mismatch losses 
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of the first and the third part of the simulation period are higher than the total mismatch 
losses at lengths of array sides less than six modules as can be seen from Figure 7.15. 
At the large lengths of array sides when there are all three parts of the simulation 
period, the total mismatch losses during the whole simulation period are the sum of the 
mismatch losses of the parts of the simulation period. As aforementioned, the maximum 
of the relative mismatch losses during every part of the simulation period moves to-
wards the higher lengths of array sides as the number of transition steps increases. Thus, 
also the maximum of the relative mismatch losses during the whole simulation period 
moves towards the higher lengths of array sides as the number of transition steps in-
creases. The reason for this is that the minimum length of array sides from which all 
possible irradiance levels occur simultaneously increases while the number of transition 
steps increases. This phenomenon can be seen from Figure 7.9. 
The absolute mismatch power losses and the absolute mismatch losses during 
the second part of the simulation period, during the whole simulation period and during 
the first and the third part of the simulation period are presented as a function of the 
length of array sides in Figures 7.16 and 7.17, respectively. The number of transition 
steps is four. 
 
Figure 7.16. The absolute mismatch power losses of the PV generator during the parts 
of the simulation period and the whole simulation period as a function of the length of 
array sides. A shadow with four transition steps is moving parallel to the strings of the 
PV generator array. 
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Figure 7.17. The absolute mismatch losses of the PV generator during the parts of the 
simulation period and the whole simulation period as a function of the length of array 
sides. A shadow with four transition steps is moving parallel to the strings of the PV 
generator array. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 7.16, the absolute mismatch power losses during the 
second part of the simulation period are higher than the ones during the whole simula-
tion period or than the combined mismatch power losses of the first and the third part of 
the simulation period. The absolute mismatch power losses and the absolute mismatch 
losses during the whole simulation period and during the second part of the simulation 
period increase intensely as the length of array sides increases. The increase of the com-
bined absolute mismatch power losses and the combined absolute mismatch losses of 
the first and the third part of the simulation period is much lower.  
The absolute mismatch power losses during the whole simulation period with 
three different numbers of transition steps are presented as a function of the length of 
array sides in Figure 7.18. The absolute mismatch power losses of the generator in-
crease as the size of the array increases. Likewise the relative mismatch losses in Figure 
7.9, naturally also the absolute mismatch losses decrease as the number of the transition 
steps increases at the small sizes of the array, and increase as the number of the transi-
tion steps increases at the large sizes of the array. 
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Figure 7.18. The absolute mismatch power losses as a function of the length of array 
sides when a shadow is moving parallel to the strings of the PV generator array.  
7.3.3 Shadow moving diagonal to an array 
When a shadow moves diagonal to the PV generator array, some of the strings are ex-
posed to uniform irradiance and some to partial shading. The relative mismatch losses 
of all three configurations are presented as a function of the length of array sides in Fig-
ure 7.19 when the number of transition steps is four, in Figure 7.20 when the number of 
transition steps is six and in Figure 7.21 when the number of transition steps is eight.  
 
 
Figure 7.19. The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and 
multi-string configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow 
with four transition steps is moving diagonal to the PV generator array. 
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Figure 7.20. The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and 
multi-string configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow 
with six transition steps is moving diagonal to the PV generator array. 
 
 
Figure 7.21. The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and 
multi-string configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow 
with eight transition steps is moving diagonal to the PV generator array. 
 
As can be seen from Figures 7.19–7.21, every configuration has unique mis-
match losses. Difference between the relative mismatch losses of different configura-
tions decreases with the increasing number of transition steps. The relative mismatch 
losses of all the configurations increase rapidly at first as the size of the array increases. 
The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel and total-cross-tied configurations go 
on increasing as the size of the array increases further. As for the relative mismatch 
losses of the multi-string configuration, they turn down as the size of the array increases 
further. Thus, there is a point where the relative mismatch losses of the MS configura-
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tion have the maximum. At the very small lengths of array sides, the TCT configuration 
has the lowest relative mismatch losses. When the length of array sides increases, the 
relative mismatch losses of the TCT configuration exceed first the relative mismatch 
losses of the MS configuration and then the relative mismatch losses of the SP configu-
ration. At the generally used sizes of PV generator arrays, the MS configuration has 
substantially lower relative mismatch losses than the SP and TCT configurations. The 
points where the relative mismatch losses of the TCT configuration exceed the relative 
mismatch losses of the other configurations move towards the higher lengths of array 
sides with the increasing number of transition steps.  
The relative mismatch losses of the MS configuration with four, six and eight 
transition steps are presented as a function of the length of array sides in Figure 7.22. In 
the case of the MS configuration, all the mismatch losses result from series connections 
in single strings. Thus, the behaviour of the mismatch losses of the MS configuration in 
the case of a shadow moving diagonal to the array is very similar to the case of a 
shadow moving parallel to the strings. This can be noticed by comparing Figures 7.9 
and 7.22. 
 
Figure 7.22. The relative mismatch losses of the multi-string configuration as a func-
tion of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV generator 
array. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 7.22, the relative mismatch losses of the MS con-
figuration increase rapidly at first and then turn down as the length of array sides in-
creases. At the small lengths of array sides, the relative mismatch losses decrease with 
the increasing number of transition steps or with the decreasing sharpness of the 
shadow. On the contrary, at the large lengths of array sides, the relative mismatch losses 
increase with the increasing number of transition steps. The maximum point of the rela-
tive mismatch losses is around the length of array sides which is three times the number 
of transition steps, i.e., the maximum point goes to the higher lengths of array sides with 
the increasing number of transition steps. It is at the length of array sides of 12 modules 
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in the case of four transition steps, at the length of array sides of 17 modules in the case 
of six transition steps and at the length of array sides of 22 modules in the case of eight 
transition steps. The causes of these phenomena are discussed in the following. 
 At the small lengths of array sides, the irradiance conditions of a single string, 
which is under partial shading conditions, are the more uneven the longer is the string. 
Thus, the relative mismatch losses increase at first as the length of array sides increases. 
The portion of modules that are in a transition region decreases as the length of the 
string increases further. Thus, the effect of the transition region on the mismatch losses 
decreases and the amount of the relative mismatch losses turns down in some point as 
the length of array sides increases. At the large lengths of array sides, the relative mis-
match losses decrease as the length of array sides increases. The minimum length of 
array sides for which all possible irradiance levels occur simultaneously in a single 
string increases while the number of transition steps increases. Thus, the maximum of 
the relative mismatch losses moves towards the higher lengths of array sides as the 
number of transition steps increases. When the number of transition steps increases, the 
differences between the adjacent transition irradiances decrease. Thus, at the small 
lengths of array sides, the relative mismatch losses decrease as the number of transition 
steps increases. At the large lengths of array sides, the portion of a single string that is 
under transition increases as the number of transition steps increases. Thus, at the large 
lengths of array sides, the relative mismatch losses increase as the number of transition 
steps increases.  
The relative mismatch losses of the SP and TCT configurations with four, six 
and eight transition steps are presented as a function of the length of array sides in Fig-
ures 7.23 and 7.24, respectively. The relative mismatch losses of the SP and TCT con-
figurations increase with the decreasing number of transition steps. At the large lengths 
of array sides, the effect of the sharpness of the shadow on the mismatch losses is 
greater in the case of the TCT configuration than in the case of the SP configuration. 
The relative mismatch losses of the SP configuration increase faster than the ones of the 
TCT configuration at the small lengths of array sides and slower at the large lengths. 
Thus, the relative mismatch losses of the TCT configuration exceed the ones of the SP 
configuration at some length of array sides. That point moves towards the higher lengths 
of array sides with the increasing number of transition steps. In the case of four transi-
tion steps, this point is at about the length of sides of 49 modules as can be seen from 
Figure 7.19. When there is no transition region, this point is at about the length of sides 
of 17 modules as can be seen from Figure 7.25 where the relative mismatch losses of all 
three configurations are presented as a function of the length of array sides when there 
is no transition region. 
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Figure 7.23. The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel configuration as a func-
tion of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV generator 
array. 
 
 
Figure 7.24. The relative mismatch losses of the total-cross-tied configuration as a 
function of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV gen-
erator array. 
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Figure 7.25. The relative mismatch losses of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and 
multi-string configurations as a function of the length of array sides. A shadow without 
transition region is moving diagonal to the PV generator array. 
 
 When the SP and TCT configurations have different amount of mismatch losses 
during the simulation period, the configuration that has larger mismatch losses during 
the whole simulation period can have smaller mismatch losses in a single shading situa-
tion during the simulation period. That will now be illustrated by an example where a 
shadow without transition region is moving diagonal to the PV generator array. When 
the length of array sides is two modules, the produced energy of the SP configuration is 
about 0.467 Wh and the mismatch losses are about 0.043 Wh. The corresponding pro-
duced energy of the TCT configuration is about 0.474 Wh and the mismatch losses are 
about 0.036 Wh. The mismatch losses of the TCT configuration are higher than the ones 
of the SP configuration in only one single situation during the simulation period: when 
all modules except one are shaded. In that situation, there are three shaded modules and 
one unshaded module. Thus, the SP configuration is composed of the parallel connec-
tion of the series connection of one shaded and one unshaded module and the series 
connection of two shaded modules. The TCT configuration is composed of the series 
connection of the parallel connection of one shaded and one unshaded module and the 
parallel connection of two shaded modules. The P-U curves of the SP configuration and 
both the strings in this case are presented in Figure 7.26, and the P-U curves of the TCT 
configuration and both the parallel connections are presented in Figure 7.27. 
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Figure 7.26. The P-U curves of two times two modules series-parallel-connected PV 
generator and of both the strings when all modules except one are shaded. The ambient 
temperature is 25 °C.  
 
 
Figure 7.27. The P-U curves of two times two modules total-cross-tied connected PV 
generator and of both the parallel connections when all modules except one are shaded. 
The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
 The power of the SP configuration is about 160.57 W, and the mismatch losses 
at the global MPP are about 37.13 W. The power of the TCT configuration is about 
156.64 W, and the mismatch losses at the global MPP are about 41.06 W. Thus, the 
mismatch losses of the TCT configuration are about 3.93 W higher than the ones of the 
SP configuration.  
 The energy produced by the SP configuration with respect to the energy pro-
duced by the TCT configuration as a function of the length of array sides is presented in 
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Figure 7.28. The relative energy produced by the TCT configuration is marked with 
green dashed line. 
 
Figure 7.28. The energy produced by the SP configuration with respect to the energy 
produced by the TCT configuration as a function of the length of array sides. The rela-
tive energy produced by the TCT configuration is marked with green dashed line. A 
shadow without transition region is moving diagonal to the PV generator array and the 
ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
 Naturally, the produced energies of both configurations are the same when the 
size of the array is only one module. At first, the difference between the produced ener-
gies of the configurations increases with the increasing size of the array. The energy 
produced by the SP configuration with respect to the energy produced by the TCT con-
figuration is at minimum when the length of array sides is three modules and increases 
as the length of array sides increases further. When the length of array sides is 17 mod-
ules the difference between the produced energies of the configurations is zero. When 
the length of array sides is more than 17 modules, the energy produced by the SP con-
figuration is higher than the energy produced by the TCT configuration.  
 The causes of the aforementioned behaviour of the difference between the pro-
duced energies of the SP and TCT configurations are discussed next. The difference 
between the produced energies of the SP and TCT configurations is studied in single 
shading situations during the simulation period when a shadow without transition region 
is moving diagonal to the array of the PV generator. The energy produced by the SP 
configuration with respect to the energy produced by the TCT configuration is presented 
in Figure 7.29 as a function of the length of array sides in following shading situations: 
first one, three, five, seven and nine diagonal bands of modules starting from the corner 
of the array are shaded. The rest of the modules are unshaded. The first band of modules 
starting from the corner of the array contains only one module, the first three bands con-
tain six modules, the first five bands contain 15 modules, the first seven bands contain 
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28 modules and the first nine bands contain 45 modules. The irradiance of shaded mod-
ules is 100 W/m2 and the irradiance of unshaded modules is 1000 W/m2.  
 
Figure 7.29. The energy produced by the SP configuration with respect to the energy 
produced by the TCT configuration as a function of the length of array sides when first 
one, three, five, seven and nine diagonal bands of modules starting from the corner of 
the array are shaded and the rest of the modules are unshaded. The irradiance of the 
shaded modules is 100 W/m2 and the irradiance of the unshaded modules is 1000 W/m2. 
The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
 As can be seen from Figure 7.29, in these shading situations, the energy pro-
duced by the SP configuration with respect to the energy produced by the TCT configu-
ration levels of at 100 % as the length of array sides increases. As the joint effect of 
these five situations the mismatch losses of the TCT configuration exceed the ones of 
the SP configuration, when the length of array sides increases.  
The energy produced by the SP configuration with respect to the energy pro-
duced by the TCT configuration is presented in Figure 7.30 as a function of the length 
of array sides when first one, three, five, seven and nine bands of modules starting from 
the corner of the array are unshaded and the rest of the modules are shaded. As can be 
seen from Figure 7.30, in these shading situations, the energy produced by the SP con-
figuration with respect to the energy produced by the TCT configuration collapses in the 
beginning as the length of array sides increases. As the length of array sides increases 
further, the energy produced by the SP configuration approaches the energy produced 
by the TCT configuration. 
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Figure 7.30. The energy produced by the SP configuration with respect to the energy 
produced by the TCT configuration as a function of the length of array sides when first 
one, three, five, seven and nine diagonal bands of modules starting from the corner of 
the array are unshaded and the rest of the modules are shaded. The irradiance of the 
shaded modules is 100 W/m2 and the irradiance of the unshaded modules is 1000 W/m2. 
The ambient temperature is 25 °C. 
 
 The mismatch losses during the whole simulation period are the sum of the 
mismatch losses of single shading situations. It is good to notice that the produced ener-
gies of the generator are greatly higher in the case of Figure 7.29 than in the case of 
Figure 7.30. Thus, the energy produced by the SP configuration during the whole simu-
lation period with respect to the energy produced by the TCT configuration, presented 
in Figure 7.28, is closer to the case of Figure 7.29 than to the case of Figure 7.30. As the 
joint effect of single shading situations, the relative mismatch losses of the TCT con-
figuration exceed the ones of the SP configuration when the length of array sides in-
creases. 
The small oscillation of the relative mismatch losses at the small lengths of array 
sides in Figures 7.19–7.24 results partly from the non-linear growth of the maximum 
number of simultaneous different irradiance levels in single strings. It is due to the sim-
plifications of the shading model. When a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV genera-
tor array, the maximum number of simultaneous different irradiance levels in single 
strings increases non-linearly with the increasing length of array sides. This is illustrated 
in Figure 7.31 where the maximum number of simultaneous different irradiance levels 
is presented as a function of the length of array sides. The number of all different irradi-
ance levels is, of course, one more than the number of transition steps.  
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Figure 7.31. The maximum number of simultaneous different irradiance levels in a sin-
gle string when a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV generator array. 
 
 The maximum number of simultaneous different irradiance levels increases at 
the even numbers of the length of array sides. Thus, the relative mismatch losses at the 
small lengths of array sides in Figures 7.19–7.24 increases faster at even numbers of the 
length of array sides than at odd ones. The oscillation of the relative mismatch losses 
continues until the array side is so long that all different irradiance levels occur simulta-
neously in a single string. However, the strength of the oscillation decreases rapidly 
with the increasing length of array sides and the oscillation is negligible when the length 
of array sides is over five modules.  
 The absolute mismatch power losses of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and 
multi-string configurations are presented as a function of the length of array sides in 
Figures 7.32–7.34, respectively. The absolute mismatch power losses of every configu-
ration increase as the length of array sides increases. 
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Figure 7.32. The absolute mismatch power losses of the series-parallel configuration as 
a function of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV 
generator array. 
 
 
Figure 7.33. The absolute mismatch power losses of the total-cross-tied configuration 
as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV 
generator array. 
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Figure 7.34. The absolute mismatch power losses of the multi-string configuration as a 
function of the length of array sides when a shadow is moving diagonal to the PV gen-
erator array. 
 
 The effect of the sharpness of a shadow on the mismatch losses is greatest in the 
case of the MS configuration and smallest in the case of the SP configuration. The abso-
lute mismatch power losses of the SP and TCT configurations increase with the decreas-
ing number of transition steps. The absolute mismatch power losses of the MS configu-
ration increase with the decreasing number of transition steps at the small lengths of 
array sides, and decrease with the decreasing number of transition steps at the large 
lengths of array sides. 
7.4 Discussion of the results 
The produced energies of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and multi-string configura-
tions when a shadow with six transition steps is moving perpendicular and parallel to 
the strings of the PV generator array are presented as a function of the length of array 
sides in Figures 7.35 and 7.36, respectively. It is good to remember that the relative 
mismatch losses of the SP and TCT configurations are almost negligible when a shadow 
is moving perpendicular to the strings of a PV generator array. Thus, although the MS 
configuration has no mismatch losses in that case, the difference between the produced 
energies of the MS configuration and the other configurations is very small. In the case 
of a shadow moving parallel to the strings of a PV generator array, the mismatch losses 
of all the configurations are equal. Thus, also the produced energies of all the configura-
tions are equal. Consequently, the configuration of a PV generator has only a minor 
effect on the mismatch losses of the generator when a shadow is moving perpendicular 
to the strings of the array and no effect when a shadow is moving parallel to the strings 
of the array. 
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Figure 7.35. The produced energies of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and multi-
string configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow with six 
transition steps is moving perpendicular to the strings of the PV generator array. 
 
 
Figure 7.36. The produced energies of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and multi-
string configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow with six 
transition steps is moving parallel to the strings of the PV generator array. 
 
When a shadow is moving diagonal to the array of a PV generator, every con-
figuration has different amount of mismatch losses. Thus, also the produced energies of 
configurations differ from each other. The produced energies of the series-parallel, to-
tal-cross-tied and multi-string configurations when a shadow with six transition steps is 
moving diagonal to the array of the PV generator array are presented as a function of the 
length of array sides in Figure 7.37. At the large sizes of the generator array, the energy 
produced by the MS configuration is substantially higher than the energy produced by 
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the SP or TCT configurations. The difference between the energies produced by the SP 
and TCT configurations is quite small. 
 
Figure 7.37. The produced energies of the series-parallel, total-cross-tied and multi-
string configurations as a function of the length of array sides when a shadow with six 
transition steps is moving diagonal to the PV generator array. 
 
When comparing the energies produced by different configurations, it is good to 
remember that the duration of the simulation period is dependent on the movement di-
rection of a shadow. The duration of the simulation period is longest when a shadow is 
moving diagonal to the array of a PV generator and shortest when it is moving perpen-
dicular to the strings of the array. 
The simulations showed that the shadow sensitivity of the MS configuration is 
lower than the one of the SP and TCT configurations. When a shadow is moving paral-
lel to the strings of the PV generator array, no reduction of mismatch losses is achieved 
by using the MS configuration. In addition, the achieved reduction is almost negligible 
when a shadow is moving perpendicular to the strings of the array. However, the 
achieved reduction is significant when a shadow is moving diagonal to the array. When 
the movement direction of a shadow is something between perpendicular and parallel to 
the strings of the array, some reduction of mismatch losses is achieved by using the MS 
configuration. 
The MS configuration has some drawbacks owing to DC-DC converters, which 
need to be taken into account when evaluating the profitability of this configuration. 
First of all, DC-DC converters raise the purchase and maintenance costs of the PV gen-
erator, and secondly they decrease the efficiency and the reliability of the generator. 
In several studies [11, 13, 14] have been found that the TCT configuration re-
duces mismatch losses resulting from partial shading compared to the SP configuration. 
The simulations showed that the shadow sensitivity of the SP configuration differs from 
the one of the TCT configuration only in the case of a cloud moving diagonal to the 
array of a PV generator. At the small sizes of the array, the shadow sensitivity of the 
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TCT configuration is lower than the one of the SP configuration. At some length of ar-
ray sides, the mismatch losses of the TCT configuration exceed the ones of the SP con-
figuration. However, the difference between the shadow sensitivity of these two con-
figurations is small. One drawback of the TCT configuration is the higher wiring costs 
compared to the SP configuration. 
The simulation model includes many simplifications compared to the reality, for 
example, the simple one diode model of a PV cell is used, parasitic resistances are as-
sumed to be constant and losses in cables are not taken into account. In addition, the 
transition of the irradiance on the edge of a shadow is assumed to be linear, the tempera-
ture of modules is assumed to be constant during the simulation period, temperature and 
irradiance are assumed to be constant in the whole area of a PV module and all modules 
in a PV generator are assumed to be identical. The simulation model has been fitted to 
the characteristic of the NAPS NP190GKg PV module. The results of the simulations 
could slightly change if different PV modules were used. However, the basic behaviour 
would not change because it is the same for all Si PV modules. 
Due to the cross-connections of the TCT configuration, the resistive losses in 
cables would increase the losses of the TCT configuration more than the ones of the SP 
and MS configurations. If resistive losses were taken into account, the losses of the TCT 
configuration compared to the ones of the SP configuration would not change in the 
cases of clouds moving parallel or perpendicular to the string of an array because there 
are no currents in the cross-connection of the TCT configuration. In the case of a cloud 
moving diagonal to the array, there are currents in the cross-connection of the TCT con-
figuration. Thus, in that case, the losses of the TCT configuration would increase com-
pared to the ones of the SP configuration if resistive losses in cables were taken into 
account.
Naturally, the achieved reduction of mismatch losses depends on the cloudiness 
of the location of a PV generator. In areas where cloudiness is low, mismatch losses are 
smaller than in areas where cloudiness is abundant. If the district where a PV generator 
is planned to be built has the dominant direction of clouds, the generator should be lo-
cated so that this direction is perpendicular to the strings of the generator array. Based 
on the simulations, the shadow sensitivity of the MS configuration is lower than the one 
of the SP and TCT configurations. However, during equal conditions, the efficiency of 
the MS configuration is somewhat lower than the one of the SP and TCT configurations 
due to DC-DC converters. During equal conditions, the efficiency of the SP configura-
tion matches up with the one of the TCT configuration, because there is no current flow-
ing through the cross-connections of the TCT configuration. Consequently, the size of 
the PV generator array and the cloudiness of the district where the generator is planned 
to be built determine which configuration is the most functional. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
PV generators are composed of series- and parallel-connected PV modules. In grid-
connected applications, PV modules are connected in series in order to increase the 
voltage level for interfacing equipment used for connecting PV generators to the utility 
grid. Partial shading has many harmful effects on the operation of PV generators and a 
series connection is more prone to these effects than a parallel connection. Partial shad-
ing can be due to, inter alia, passing clouds, surrounding buildings or trees, soiling or 
dirt accumulation on module frames. One of the major effects of partial shading is the 
occurrence of mismatch losses, which are the difference between the sum of the maxi-
mum power outputs of individual modules and the output of the system. In practice, 
some mismatch losses occur always. Thus, the effective power of a PV generator is al-
ways lower than the rated power of the generator.  
The aim of this thesis was to study the shadow sensitivity of different configura-
tions of a PV generator. This was studied by simulations using the experimentally veri-
fied MATLAB Simulink model of a PV generator and parameters for the NAPS 
NP190GKg PV module. The studied configurations were series-parallel, total-cross-tied 
and multi-string. All the studied configurations had an array in the shape of a square and 
were connected to the utility grid by one centralized inverter. The length of array sides 
was varied from 1 module up to 60 modules. The shadow sensitivity of configurations 
was studied with three movement directions of shadows: perpendicular to the strings of 
a PV generator array, parallel to the strings of the array and diagonal to the array. In 
addition, the sharpness of a shadow was varied. 
The simulations showed that the mismatch losses of a PV generator are smallest 
when a shadow is moving perpendicular to the strings of the generator array. In that 
case, the MS configuration has no mismatch losses and the mismatch losses of the SP 
and TCT configurations are equal. However, the mismatch losses of the SP and TCT 
configurations are almost negligible. Thus, the configuration of a PV generator has only 
a minor effect on the mismatch losses of the generator when a shadow is moving per-
pendicular to the strings of the generator array. When a shadow is moving parallel to the 
strings of a PV generator array, every configuration has equal mismatch losses. Thus, 
the configuration of a PV generator has no effect on the mismatch losses of the genera-
tor when a shadow is moving parallel to the strings of the generator array. When a 
shadow is moving diagonal to a PV generator array, every configuration has different 
amount of mismatch losses. At very small array sizes, the TCT configuration has the 
lowest mismatch losses. When the array size increases, the mismatch losses of the TCT 
configuration exceed first the ones of the MS configuration and then the ones of the SP 
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configuration. At the generally used sizes of PV generator arrays, the MS configuration 
has substantially lower mismatch losses than the SP and TCT configurations and the 
difference between the mismatch losses of the SP and TCT configurations is quite 
small. Consequently, the case of a shadow moving diagonal to the array of a PV genera-
tor is the only one where the configuration of the generator has a significant effect on 
the mismatch losses of the generator. Based on the simulations, the shadow sensitivity 
of the MS configuration is lower than the one of the SP and TCT configurations. The 
shadow sensitivity of the SP configuration differs from the one of the TCT configura-
tion only in the case of a cloud moving diagonal to the array of a generator. However, 
the difference between these two configurations is small in that case. 
The difference between the produced energies of different PV generator configu-
rations depends on the cloudiness of the location of the generator. In order to select the 
optimal configuration of a PV generator, the cloudiness and the dominant direction of 
clouds of the location, where the generator is planned to be built, must be evaluated. 
Based on the simulations, a PV generator should be located so that the dominant direc-
tion of clouds is perpendicular to the strings of the generator array. The shadow sensi-
tivity of the MS configuration is lower than the one of the SP and TCT configurations. 
However, during equal operating conditions, the efficiency of the MS configuration is 
somewhat lower than the one of the SP and TCT configurations due to DC-DC convert-
ers. In addition, DC-DC converters raise the purchase and maintenance costs and de-
crease the reliability of a generator. Consequently, the size of the PV generator array 
and the cloudiness of the district where the generator is planned to be built determine 
which configuration is the most functional. 
The simulation model used in simulations included some simplifications and it 
was fitted to the characteristic of the NAPS NP190GKg PV module. The results of the 
simulations could have slightly changed if a more accurate model or different PV mod-
ules had been used. However, the basic behaviour would not change. Thus, the simula-
tion model was accurate enough to the purposes of this thesis. The accuracy of the simu-
lation model could be improved by taking the resistive losses in cables into account. In 
addition, single PV cells can be modelled individually, in which case changing condi-
tions can be modelled more accurately. In order to study further the effects of moving 
clouds on the operation of PV generators, the effect of clouds on irradiance must be 
studied further. The shading model used in simulations included some simplifications 
and only three moving directions of shadows. The effects of different kinds of clouds on 
the operation of PV generators should be studied. In addition, the effects of other shad-
ing sources should be studied. Only three different configurations were studied in this 
thesis. In order to study the effect of the configuration of a PV generator on the opera-
tion of the generator, also other configurations must be studied. In addition, the optimal 
amount of strings connected in one DC-DC converter and the effect of the amount of 
cross-connections of an array on the mismatch losses of the generator should be studied. 
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